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INTRODUCTION

When the administration of a school system consists of more than
one person (superintendent), the leadership and authority utilized by
the superintendent and central office staff in carrying out their
respective roles and responsibilities can mean success or failure in
the operation of a school system.

Included in the operation of a

school system is the interplay between the personnel in the central
office and the impact of social and economic influences along with the
administrative complexity that seems to become more involved each year
in running a school system.
was twofold:

Consequently, the intent of the internship

first, to observe the interplay of authority and leader

ship of the superintendent and the central office staff, and secondly,
to study the role and responsibilities of the central office staff.
The internship took place at the Muskegon Public School System’s
central office under the direction of Dr. William Austin, Superinten
dent, beginning the last week of June, 1977, and continuing through
the months of July and August with a brief interruption for a vacation.
This break occurred during the time when some of the central adminis
trative staff were on vacation.
The prospectus was written in the Spring of 1977.

The internship

was designed to be a partial fulfillment of the degree of Specialist
in Education and also to provide the intern with a practical experi
ence in educational leadership.

When the intern talked with Dr.

Austin, Superintendent of Muskegon Public Schools, during the early
part of 1977, he expressed much interest in sponsoring the internship

1
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2
and offered assurance that there would be enough activity during the
summer to make the internship worthwhile.
The Muskegon Public School System was selected for this intern
ship for three reasons:

1) it was a comparatively large city school

system serving 7,500 students, 2) the central office was staffed by
professionally respected people, and 3) many educational and service
programs were maintained throughout the summer.
The general purpose of the internship was to study the central
office operation of a large school system.

The major focus of the

prospectus was developed around the study of the process by which the
Muskegon Public Schools function administratively.

The Muskegon

Public School's administrative process consisted of the interaction of
its superintendent and his administrative cabinet.

This cabinet

consisted of Dr. William Austin, Superintendent, Mr. John DeHorn,
Assistant Superintendent of Administration, Dr. James Perry, Assistant
Superintendent of Instruction, Mr. Fred Roys, Personnel Manager, Mr.
Michael Sepeshy, Director of Community Education, and Mr. James Austin,
Director of Special Programs.
As often happens, plans made in advance do not always occur in
the manner expected.

This internship proved to be no different.

The

teachers and the Muskegon Board of Education reached agreement on a
negotiated contract the end of May, 1977.

Due to the length of time

involved in negotiating near the end of the school year, some of the
central office staff negotiating for the board utilized the early
summer for vacation time.

Because the intern had been chairman of

negotiations as a Reeths-Puffer School teacher for three years and had
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experience in mediation, fact finding, and a strike vote, observing or
participating in the negotiation process was not a priority for the
internship.

The lack of accessability to some of the central office

staff resulting from their absence did cause a change in some of the
personnel contacts and skills development opportunities anticipated in
the prospectus.
As previously indicated, there were two major focuses of the
internship; to observe and learn about leadership functions and inter
action and the use of authority within the central office staff of the
Muskegon Public Schools and to observe and discuss with the central
office administrative staff the roles and responsibilities of their
respective positions.

Generally, the objectives stated in the prospec

tus were accomplished.
Because of the subjective aspect of this study, most of the work
contained herein is based on observations, interviews, and experiences
related to work performed by the intern during the summer of 1977.
Included within the paper are ideas and theories gleaned from selected
literature pertaining to the major focuses of the internship.

These

have been footnoted when used for comparisons of the written ideas and
the experiences of the intern.

In addition, a major part of this

paper evolves from the daily log kept by the intern and contained in
an Appendix of this paper.
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MAJOR INTERNSHIP

Sponsoring Organization: Muskegon Public Schools
Field Supervisor: Dr. W. L. Austin, Superintendent of Muskegon Public
Schools
University Advisor;

Dr. Carol F. Sheffer, Western Michigan University

Major Focus of Experience: The study and understanding of adminis
trative responsibilities, lines of authority and roles in the
Muskegon Public School's central office
Duration:

Six weeks commencing Monday, June 27, 1977

Rationale:
Due to the complexity and magnitude of the operation of a school
system of any size today, the role of the central office personnel and
the interplay of authority and responsibility between the central
office and the superintendent is pivotal.

Although the delegation of

authority is to some extent dependent on the superintendent's direct
involvement in the various activities assigned to central office
personnel, the success of the total management team also depends on
the insight and understanding which the management team has of their
roles and their willingness to accept the roles.
Forces outside the school system are constantly influencing the
superintendent; therefore, s/he may spend a large part of her/his
time dealing with public relations.
"the buck stops here."

Add to this the old statement

A superintendent accepts the final responsi

bility for the operation of the total school system.

S/he must deal

with the constantly changing legal picture affecting education, both

4
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judicial and legislative, and must be responsive to the wishes of the
school board members.
Therefore, the intent of this internship is twofold:

first, to

study the role and responsibilities of the central office staff in the
Muskegon Public Schools and secondly, to observe the interplay of
authority and leadership of the superintendent with the central office
staff.

The Muskegon Public Schools administratively function with a

superintendent and an administrative cabinet consisting of the Super
intendent, the Assistant Superintendent, the Assistant Superintendent
of Instruction, the Personnel Manager, the Director of Special Projects,
and the Director of Community Education.

In addition to these six

people there are others in the central office not included in the
cabinet.

Because of the many people and their complex responsibili

ties, working in the central office offered a fine opportunity to
learn and experience a wide range of ideas and roles.
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PROJECTED NATURE OF INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE

OBJECTIVES
A.

B.

EXPERIENCES & CONTACTS

TERMINAL SKILLS

Conceptual

The intern will-

The intern will be able-

1.

To acquire know
ledge of how a
central office
is staffed and
organized in a
large school
system.

discuss with the
superintendent and
school board their
concepts of adminis
trative staff
organization for a
school system.

to outline concepts and
needs by which the
present central office
was developed.

2.

To study the
lines of auth
ority within a
central office
and the dele
gation of
authority.

examine the delega
tion of authority with
the superintendent
and central office
staff.

to diagram the lines
of authority for
Muskegon Public Schools
Administration.

3.

To achieve an
understanding
of the responsi
bilities of the
administrative
cabinet based
on this
structure.

attend the weekly
meetings of the
cabinet and discuss
with each member his
perception of his
responsibilities.

to discuss the roles
and responsibilities
of the cabinet
members.

Human

The intern will-

The intern will be able-

1.

To acquire an
understanding
of the roles of
administrative
cabinet members.

spend one week with
each cabinet member
working in his area
of responsibility.

to write about each
week’s experiences
spent with a cabinet
member.

2.

To study relationships between
the administration and employees,
both professional
and non
professional.

sit in on negotiations between employee
groups and interview
their respective
leaders,

to point to areas of
agreement and dis
agreement between the
administration and
employees and possible
reasons why.

6
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OBJECTIVES

EXPERIENCES & CONTACTS

To study relation
ships between the
administration
and the school
board.

attend school board
meetings and arrange
to talk with some
board members
individually.

to understand the
interplay between
the school board and
its administration.

To comprehend
importance of
public relations
in administrating
a school system.

discuss with board
members and adminis
trators the importance
of public relations
to school system.

to cite successes
due to public
relations.

Technical

The intern will-

The intern will be able-

1.

To analyze one's
self in relation
to the many roles
within a school
system's central
office.

survey & examine the
positions in the
administrative
cabinet.

to present reasons for
and against his own
selection of one or
two roles in which to
pursue a vocation.

To develop know
ledge pertaining
to special funds
received from
the Federal
Government,
grants, and
other special
areas.

talk with the Director
of Special Projects
and study various
proposals used to get
funds.

to point to specific
ideas required when
applying for special
programs.

To study the
process by which
curriculum is
developed in the
school system.

discuss curriculum
design with the person
in charge and observe
how this is done in
the school system.

to cite methods used
in developing
curriculum.

3.

C.

3.

TERMINAL SKILLS
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1.

LEADERSHIP AND AUTHORITY:

CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF

Introduction

What is leadership?

What is authority?

The intent of this

chapter is to address these two questions by comparing the intern's
observations and interviews with the theories and definitions commonly
held regarding these terms.
Griffiths defines leadership as "the initiation of a new struc
ture or procedure for accomplishing an organization's goals and
objectives or for changing an organization's goals and objectives."'*'
In developing this definition Griffiths refers to the need for "estab
lishing well-defined patterns of organization, channels of communication,
and methods of procedure; and relationships between the leader and his
staff indicative of friendship, mutual trust, respect and warmth."

2

The internship demonstrated to the intern that leadership can be a
combination of many facets.

The administrator or leader provides a

product and this product is the result of her/his relationships with
people.

"It is a force which can initiate action among people, guide

activities in a given direction, maintain such activities, and unify
efforts toward common goals."

O

■*\J. M. Lipham, "Leadership and Administration," in Daniel E.
Griffiths, ed., Behavioral Science and Educational Administration,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964, p. 122.
^Ibid., p. 134.
O

JSteven J. Knezevich, Administration of Public Education,
2nd ed., New York: Harper and Row Pub. Inc., 1969, p. 95.

8
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The force by which a leader starts and maintains action in the
pursuit of a school system’s goals is often referred to as authority.
Authority has been defined as "institutionalized power" or "when a
subordinate...permits his behavior to be guided by a decision reached
by another irrespective of his own judgement as to the merits of that
decision."^

Griffiths defines authority as "the power to make deci

sions which guide the actions of another."'*

Max Weber recognized

both authority and power as a means of obtaining social control.

He

said "power is a form of raw energy, based on involuntary compliance,
that enables a person to carry out his own will" and that "authority
is voluntary compliance based on commands from a person or system that
g
has legitimacy."
There are many definitions of power and authority
and many theories about how power and authority affect each other.
Because the scope of this paper is limited to one school system, the
intern has elected to use Sergiovanni's and Starratt’s definitions of
authority and power due to its broader base.

Sergiovanni and Starratt

define authority as "a broad basis for action not directed at any one
or another individual" and power "is derived from authority and admin
istratively is directed at winning individual or group compliance..."^

^Edgar L. Morphet, R. L. Johns, Theodore L. Reller, Educational
Administration, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Ilall, Inc., 1959,
pp. 96-7.
“*D. E. Griffiths, "Administration as Decision Making," in
A. W. Halpin, ed., Administrative Theory in Education, New York:
Macmillan Co., 1958, pp. 130-1.
Knezevich, op. cit., p. 44.
7
Thomas J. Sergiovanni, Robert J. Starratt, Emerging Patterns
of Supervision: Human Perspectives, New York: McGraw-Hill Inc.,
1971, p. 43.
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This chapter was developed from objectives stated in the intern
ship prospectus.

These objectives are:

the staffing and organizing

of a central office; the lines of authority and delegation of authority
within a central office staff; the relationships between administration
and the school board; and the acquisition of knowledge from the inter
play of leadership and authority of the superintendent and the central
office staff.

The Interplay of Leadership and Authority
The opinion that educational administration is a unique activity,
differing greatly from business, military, hospital, and other varie
ties of administration, has given way to the idea that there is more
that is common about the varieties of administration than is different.
"Lazarsfeld has argued that all administrators are confronted by four
major tasks and that these tasks vary in little other than emphasis
from organization to organization.

These tasks are:

1) the adminis

trator must fulfill the goals of the organization; 2) the administrator
must make use of other people in fulfilling these goals, not as if
they were machines, but rather in such a way as to release their
initiative and creativity; 3) the administrator must be concerned
about moral and the idea that under suitable conditions people will do
better work; 4) the administrator must build into his organization
O

provisions for innovation, for change, and for development."
The process of staffing and organizing a central office is a
result of several factors.

The position of superintendent of schools

^Griffiths, op. cit., p. 3.
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is normally filled by the board of education and it is generally
accepted "that it is the function of the board of education to legis□

late and of the superintendent to execute."

With the rapidly changing

world we live in it is evident, as school systems increase in size,
that the administration of such viable, changing organizations,
demands more than the time and knowledge of one person.

As a result,

most school systems have an administration staff consisting of both
generalists (ex., superintendent) and specialists (ex., personnel
manager).
The staffing of the Muskegon Public Schools Central Office was
the result of the recommendation of the Superintendent and the admin
istrative cabinet.

An example of the increasing need for specialists

was the added position of Budget Control Officer.
Schools has had a Business Manager for many years.

Muskegon Public
Due to the con

stantly changing classification of budgets, more budgets due to
increased federal and state programs and mandated reports of many
kinds, the Superintendent recommended the creation of the position of
Budget Control Officer in order to meet these special needs.
Within the Muskegon Public School Central Office, the Superinten
dent formed an administrative cabinet consisting of himself, two
Assistant Superintendents, a Personnel Manager, a Community Schools
Director and a Director of Special Projects.

The administrative

cabinet met every Monday morning in the Central Administration Building.
Through this cabinet, decisions were made, problems were discussed,

g
D. E. Griffiths, The School Superintendent, New York:
for Applied Research in Education, 1966, p. 93.

Center
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and ideas were examined collectively.

As the intern attended the

cabinet meetings, it was apparent that the Superintendent, even when
he knew of a problem, relied on a cabinet member to specifically state
the

facts. The intern observed the interplay of leadership and

authority during the administrative cabinet meetings.

Leadership was

provided by the Superintendent, who would at times, let the cabinet
make a decision.

Other times one or more of the cabinet members would

provide leadership in trying to solve a problem and after some dis
cussion, the Superintendent showed leadership and authority by summarizing
the discussion and stating a solution.

According to Drucker an effec

tive executive practices five habits:
"1)
2)
3)

4)

5)

Effective executives know where their time goes.
Effective executives focus on outward contribution. They
gear their efforts to results rather than work.
Effective executives build on strengths— their own
strengths, the strengths of their superiors, colleagues,
and subordinates; and on strengths in the situation, that
is, on what they can do.
Effective executives concentrate on the few major areas
where superior performance will produce outstanding
results.
Effective executives, finally, make effective decisions
...They know that an effective decision is always a
judgement based on 'dissenting opinions' rather than on
'consensus on the facts' ...What is needed are few, but
fundamental, decisions..."

By observation and interview, the intern perceived Drucker's five
habits being practiced.

The experience gained while working within

the offices of the Assistant Superintendents provided insight into the
use of these and other commonly accepted principles of leadership.
Likewise, authority was observed during the term of the intern
ship.

Authority was not used in a dictatorial manner or flaunted.

^Peter F. Drucker, The Effective Executive, New York:
and Row, Pub., 1964, pp. 23-24.

Harper
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The skill of the people in the central office was such that authority
was so expressed that those personnel being directed easily acquiesced.
"Authority and its judicious exercise are not incon
sistent with democratic principles. Democratic society
has found it necessary to allocate authority to numerous
offices and positions which it has created in order that
the freedom and opportunities of individuals and groups
may be guaranteed. It is necessary that the school
administrator have appropriate authority in order that
the school system may have the necessary freedom of
action. Without such authority the school administrator
would be handicapped in providing the creative leadership
expected of a person in his position. If he had no
authority, he would be unable to be of most help to
members of the staff in solving their problems. The
administrator must, however, use his authority in such a
way as to guard the rights of staff members as well as
his own."
The basis for a person's authority in an organization is the
acceptance of that authority based on the common values or goals held
by a particular group.

Basis for authority may be "formal (hier-

archial, authority, legitimacy, position, and office) or functional
(professional competence, experience, and human relations skills)."

12

Since the central office staff in the Muskegon School System had
generalists and specialists whose authority came from a formal and/or
functional basis, a means of organizing the various central offices
had to be developed.

Organization is primarily a matter of deter

mining form, structure, and relationships.

In the case of organiza

tions the concept of "authority starting with the top administrative
post and ending with operatives or workers, is referred to as the

11R. Gregg, "The Administrative Process" in Rolland Campbell
and Russell Gregg, Eds., Administrative Behavior in Education,
New York: Harper and Row Pub., 1957, pp. 303-304.
12

Thomas J. Sergiovanni, and Robert J. Starratt, op. cit., p. 39.
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scalar p r i n c i p l e . T h e description of how authority is distributed
from the top down through the organization is referred to as the chain
of command, or pyramid.

The Central Office of Muskegon Public Schools

used a flatened pyramid in diagraming its organization (Appendix N).
Boards of education through the state legislature derive their
authority by law.

Each board delegates this authority to its chief

executive, the superintendent of schools.

Muskegon's Superintendent

was at the top of the organizational chart.

The chart showed the

Superintendent at the top with the offices of the two Assistant
Superintendents, the Personnel Manager, and the Business Manager
directly below.

The Superintendent would issue an order or other

form of communication and normally direct it to one of these four
people.

When appropriate, they would direct the order to the people

responsible to them.

In reverse order, a form of communication from a

teacher would follow the channels as indicated, but the Assistant
Superintendents or Personnel Manager would usually raise the problem
in a cabinet meeting, unless the situation required the immediate
attention of the Superintendent.
The observations of the intern indicate that, generally, the
organizational chart functioned as indicated.

There were instances

where the hierarchy of authority was not followed.

"Seldom is the

chain of command limited to paths indicated on an organizational
c h a r t . T h e horizontal aspect of the chart, showing the structure
of the central office and the delegation of authority required to

13
Rnezevich, op. cit., p. 40.
14Ibid., p. 50.
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carry out the responsibilities of each department, was followed much
more than the vertical.
Knezevich says the "process of delegation involves assigning
duties, granting authority to make commitments and utilize resources,
and creating an obligation on the part of the subordinate for re
porting and for satisfactory performance."^

The central office staff

in the Muskegon Public Schools seemed to be putting Knezevich's
process into action.
Throughout the internship the interplay of leadership and auth
ority was never observed where leadership or authority was abused.
The intern found excellent communication throughout the organizational
structure, plus a concern for people which was often expressed in the
act of providing leadership for the school system.
The superintendent receives from the school board the authority
to provide leadership to the school system.

He in turn delegates

responsibility and authority to staff members in order to insure
meeting the goals and objectives of the school system.

The school

board is the originator of this process and the members are repre
sentatives of the people in the school district.

The intern had as

one of his objectives the study of relationships between the board and
central administration.

The interaction of the school board with the

central office staff was not a day to day occurrence.

Yet, as a

result of the meetings held by the various board committes, the board
members were in contact with members of the central office staff more
than once a month.

(Appendix F) This leadership and use of authority

15Ibid., p. 56.
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was evident in informal get-together meetings (Daily Log - June 29),
committee meetings (Appendix G-H) and board meetings (Appendix J).
The interplay of leadership and authority with the Superintendent
and the central office staff was interesting.

Occasionally, the

Superintendent would lead the cabinet in selecting a solution to a
problem.

Occasionally, the cabinet members, collectively, would

provide the impetus to reach a solution.

As has been stated earlier,

the board of education, through its powers granted by the State
legislature, invests in the superintendent authority to act on its
behalf.

"Possession and use of authority cannot be escaped.

It is

the use of authority that determines if one is relating to democratic
p r i n c i p l e s . A t each cabinet meeting and especially at the meeting
with the two Assistant Superintendents and the Personnel Manager, the
Superintendent displayed several styles of leadership (Daily Log August 12 and 13).

"Leadership is a force which activates the human

resources within an organization."^

Some of the terms used in

labeling the process or style utilized to create this force are
called:

democratic, autocratic, anarchic, nomothetic, idiographic and

transactional.

The democratic style of leadership emphasizes group

and leader participation in the formulation of solutions to problems.
Getzels and Cuba describe styles of leadership as:

nomothetic,

stressing the requirements of the institution, idiographic, empha
sizing individual needs, and transactional, being a compromise between

*^John Corbally, Jr., T. J. Jenson, and W. F. Staub, Educational
Administration: The Secondary School. 2nd ed., Boston, Massachusetts:
Allyn and Back, Inc., 1965, p. 46.
^Knezevich, op. cit., p. 108.
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nomothetic and idiographic.

18

Even with the authority and power granted by law, the superin
tendent by her/his style of leadership can draw effective leadership
from her/his central staff.

The operation of the school system based

on the interplay of leadership and authority between the superinten
dent and the central office staff is mutual respect for each other,
belief in the goals of the system and effective communication among
everyone in the central office.

"Studies conclude that the leader

must be effective both in terms of criteria related to the individuals
within an organization and in terms of criteria related to the organi
zation itself.

The delicate balance required to permit progress in

meeting institutional goals without sacrificing individual rights and
satisfactions is one which an effective leader must establish and
maintain.

Summary
Leadership is a force by which a school system’s goals and objec
tives can be accomplished.

The success of the force depends on the

leader’s relationships and communication with the personnel in the
system.

This force is actually the authority and power which a leader

may use to make decisions and to carry them out.

The administration

of schools is not unique or different from other fields of adminis
tration.

Because of this fact, educational administration, as well as

other areas of administration, have four common tasks:

1) meet the

18Ibld., pp. 102-103.
19

Corbally, Jenson, and Staub, op. cit., p. 46.
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goals of the organization, 2) utilize people's talents in order to
meet these goals, 3) be concerned about moral and work conditions, and
4) allow for innovation and development.
The staffing of a central office is usually based on organiza
tional needs.

As the appointed leader of the school system, the

superintendent recommends to the board of education the need for an
additional position(s) as the complexity of jobs is increased, or more
responsibilities are added.

The Superintendent of Muskegon Public

Schools had appointed and developed an administrative cabinet through
which leadership and authority could be shared.

The cabinet with the

Superintendent provided the school system with effective leadership.
The development of an organizational chart is a common practice
in many organizations.

In theory, any one looking at such a chart can

follow the lines of authority and the delegation of responsibilities.
In practice, the organizational chart is not always followed by people
within the organization.
Staff was no different.

The chart for Muskegon's Central Office
Several times the intern observed a situation

where a person did not follow the "chain of command."

Still the

delegation of responsibilities and authority functioned correctly and
communication throughout the central office remained excellent.
The Muskegon Board of Education members were very conscientious
and active in carrying out their responsibilities as board members.
The Superintendent provided leadership to the school system and, as
the Superintendent, he acted as the executive officer of the board.
The interplay of leadership and authority between the Superin
tendent and the central office staff seemed to be based on democratic
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and transactional leadership styles.

The Superintendent and the

central office staff not only showed respect for each other, but also
shared common goals, and maintained excellent communication and staff
input.

(Daily Log - July 25, August 1 and 12)

The Superintendent and

all central office staff members communicated so well that no one of
them ever felt personally threatened by another's support or disagree
ment on an issue.

In fact, the use of leadership and authority was

respected and used in such a way that the interplay among the central
office staff produced positive results.
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ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF

Introduction
School systems may vary in the expectations held for the people
filling administrative roles.

These prescribed duties and priorities

set forth by the citizens and the school board members influence an
administrator's leadership style, but the administrator's own personal
values and beliefs will also shape her/his behavior in the school
system.

Kauss defines role as "actions an individual who holds a

certain position takes because of expectations held by himself or
others."

20

An administrator's own expectations as well as those held

by the administrative personnel above her/him are directly connected
with the responsibilities assigned to or implied with the job.
Successful administration is expected of an administrator.

In

order to successfully fulfill her/his role, an administrator must know
the purpose and/or tasks of the organization to whom s/he is respon
sible.

"The central purpose of administration in any organization is

that of co-ordinating the efforts of people toward the achievements of
its goals."

21

As deemed by our society through its laws education's

basic goals are teaching and learning.

The main task of school

administrators, according to Miller, et. al., "is to help identify and

^®T. Kauss, Leaders Live With Crisis, Bloomington, Inc.:
Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 1974, p. 11.

Phi

^Roold Campbell, Edwin M. Bridges, et. al., Introduction to
Educational Administration, 4th ed., Boston, Massachusetts: Allyn
and Bacon, Inc., 1971, p. 120.

20
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promote legitimate goals and purposes, and to determine and operationalize the means for their achievement."

22

The process by which

administrators function in order to accomplish these goals has been
studied and written about for many years.

23

The terms used by various

writers in the field of educational administration to describe the
functions of administrators are similar or the same in their order or
title.

The following five terms and their order are the most common:

1) planning, 2) organizing, 3) stimulating, 4) co-ordinating, and 5)
controlling.
Usually, administrative roles are defined in terms of role expec
tations.

These expectations, which come from many diverse areas

(citizens of the school district, board members, teachers, parents,
students, etc.), all have a direct effect on an administrator.

The

better an administrator understands her/his role and the expectations
associated with the role within the school system, the more likely
s/he will be successful in that role.
In describing their theory of administration for educators,
Getzels and Guba

25

liken education to a social system.

system involves two dimensions:

This social

the nomothetic, and the ideographic.

22V. Miller, et. al., The Public Administration of American
School Systems, 2nd ed., New York: Macmillan Co., 1972, p. 16.
2-*Knezevich, op. cit., p. 28.
2AIbid., pp. 28-33.
Jacob W. Getzels and Egon G. Guba, "Social Behavior and the
Administrative Process," School Review, vol. 65, Winter, 1957,
pp. 423-441.
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Nomothetic Dimension (normative dimension of activity)
social- * Institution-* Role “ >Role expectations.------- observed
system—

individual— >Personality — *Need disposition^ behavior

Ideographic Dimensions (personal dimension of activity)

Administration is a process in the total educational system.

The

administrative process in Getzel's and Guba's social system is used in
a conceptual, not descriptive, manner.

Yet, the concept provides an

important insight into understanding administrative relationships in
an educational institution.
Getzels, in a later paper, stresses the importance of the role in
an institution.

"Institutions are agencies established to carry out

imperative functions (governing, educating, policing) for the social
system.

Roles are dynamic aspects of positions, offices, and statuses

within an institution.
tions.

Roles are defined in terms of role expecta

A role has certain normative obligations and responsibilities,

which may be termed 'role expectations,' and when the role incumbent
puts these obligations and responsibilities into effect, he is said to
be performing his role."2^

As pointed out by Getzels, roles are a

part of a social system in an institution and as such, they help to
give meaning to each other.
A part of Getzel's and Guba's theory stresses the idea that roles
are occupied by real people and no two individuals are alike.

As a

result, the ideographic dimension gives emphasis to the fact that a
person brings her/his own needs and personality to a particular role.

26Ibid.
^Getzels,

in Halpin, op. cit. , pp. 150-156.
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In effect, each administrator stamps her/his role with her/his own
behavior.

"Behavior, then, in any social system is a function of the

interaction between unique personalities and pre-established roles.
Conformity to the institution, its roles, and expectation leads to
organizational effectiveness, while conformity to the individual, his
personality, and his need disposition leads to individual efficiency."

28

Through a process of observing and interviewing the personnel in
the Central Office of the Muskegon Public Schools, the intern was able
to study the roles and responsibilities involved in the various admin
istrative positions within a central administrative office.

The

intern had in his prospectus three other objectives to be accomplished
during the observation and interviewing in the Central Office of the
Muskegon Public Schools.

The use of public relations in adminis

trating schools, the obtaining of state and Federal Funded Programs,
and the process by which curriculum is developed were three other
objectives as stated in the intern's prospectus.
The intern elected to study the roles and responsibilities
related to the superintendent, the members of the administrative
cabinet, and the business manager.

Reference will be made to various

days recorded in the intern's daily log which is included in the
Appendix section of this paper.

Role and Responsibilities
Sup er intendent
The role of the superintendent is that of a generalist.

OO

°Sergiovanni and Starratt, op. cit., p. 34.
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S/he is

24
different from other administrative personnel in the central office
because they are, by role definition, specialists.

The major function

of the superintendent of schools is to improve the educational oppor
tunity for each child in the school district and to raise the level of
educational awareness of the citizens in the school district.

The

fact that citizens of a school district now demand more for their tax
dollars has created for education a task which in a broader sense
deals with the utilization of the schools by people of all ages and
requires a larger scope of activities in and out of school, day and
night.

The superintendent must see the total educational program and

the relationship that program has to the entire school district.

29

Campbell, Bridges, et. al., say "the superintendent's expertise lies in
his conceptualization of the tasks to be performed, in his inven
tiveness and genius in organization, and his ability to work with
people.

His is an overall or general perspective, which he utilizes

in charting the course the school is to take.

Although his staff

assists him in achieving this perspective, he must articulate it, and
he must have the power to use it as a guide for action."

30

Campbell,

Bridges, et. al., go on to stress that the superintendent, as a symbol
of the educational system, can, to a marked degree, set the tone or
behavioral pattern for the staff.

Citizens of the school district

look to the superintendent for her/his vision and forsight.

They also

look at her/his behavior as an indication of the tone of the school

OQ

Daniel E. Griffiths, op. cit., pp. 72-74.
Campbell, et. al., op. cit., p. 267.
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system as reflected by the superintendent's personality in schoolcommunity relationships. 31
The previously cited literature describes the role of a superin
tendent as a generalist, but the intern found the Superintendent of
Muskegon Public Schools to be a person with many specific skills.
superintendent, he utilized these skills.

As

Further, the intern viewed

him as an administrator who used his skills to encourage the best job
performance possible from the personnel responsible to him.

This

ability to bring out the best in his administrators helped to make the
Central Office Staff accomplish their tasks effectively and effi
ciently.

(Daily Log - August 15; Appendices C, D, and E)

The following list of a superintendent's responsibilities was
compiled by the intern using observations and interviews during the
course of the internship.

This list is not in any specific order, nor

is it all inclusive.
1.

To assemble a staff of competent people who work well together
and keep the school system functioning successfully.

2.

To provide excellent communication skills not only within the
school system, but also outside of the schools with the citizens
of the school district.

3.

To devote energy and time to the discussion of education with
various interest groups in the attempt to gain their support.

4.

To be a totally secure person in order to provide the best
leadership.

5.

To have a broad knowledge of the field of education.

31Ibid.
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McCoy in his article "Ingredients of Leadership" stresses many of
the same ideas.

32

Because the administrators in the Muskegon Public

Schools Central office were capable in carrying out their responsi
bilities, the Superintendent was able to utilize his skills working on
tasks for which he felt responsible.

During the internship, he

exhibited skill in developing leadership qualities in persons within
and without the school system.

(Daily Log - August 1)

The Assistant

Community School Director discussed the Superintendent's ability to
place people in areas of responsibility, such that they rarely failed.
(Daily Log - June 28)

In fact, these people fit so well in their

given positions that they were very effective.
The Superintendent stressed the importance of effective communi
cation with influential interest groups within the school district in
order to gain their support.

He maintained this communication by

taking a very active part in Rotary Club (the members of which repre
sent the very top levels within their respective occupations) and by
being aware of any opportunity to enhance the communication between
the school system and other interests, such as the local newspaper.
(Daily Log - August 16, and Appendix J)

The Superintendent was indeed

a generalist in role definition, but as a person, he brought many
skills to and took a very active interest in various professional
areas such as the State Tenure Commission.
5)

(Daily Log - August A and

Due to the leadership and administrative experience gained from

the internship, the intern now has a better understanding of the many

■^Rhody McCoy, "Ingredients of Leadership," Educational Leader
ship, 29, May, 1972, pp. 572-73.
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aspects that make up the role and responsibilities of a school super
intendent.
Assistant Superintendent
The role and the responsibilities associated with any assistant
superintendent depend, to a large extent, on the structure of the
central office and the type of leadership exhibited by the superin
tendent.

"Given the complexity of a modern school system, no man,

except in the smallest district, can personally attend to all its
administrative details.

Nor can he have the knowledge in all areas

that administration requires.

For these reasons, and because the

superintendent needs time to exercise general direction and super
vision of the school system, he must have the assistance of specialists
of high competence."

33

The Assistant Superintendent of Administration in the Muskegon
Public School System brings to this position over 30 years experience
in various capacities all within the Muskegon System.

This experience

was one part of the role he gave to his position, that of having
worked in and/or having knowledge of all the school buildings and the
neighborhoods which they served.

During his number of years in the

school system, the Assistant Superintendent of Administration had held
the positions of teacher, Director of Music, Principal, and Director
of Special Education.

Thus the role of the Assistant Superintendent

of Administration was to provide communication, direction, and per
spective based on his experience with all administrative positions

33

Harold E. Moore, The Administration of Public School Personnel,
New York: The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1966,
p. 13.
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responsible to him.

The position had decision making authority.

The

managing of all principals, the overseeing of all capital outlay and
building repairs, and the directing of child accounting fell within
the responsibility of the Assistant Superintendent of Administration.
He was also the hearing officer following the building principal for
all student problems.

His responsibility for the overseeing of all

principals was demonstrated during a cabinet meeting.
August 15)

(Daily Log -

The Superintendent gave directions as to the retention and

destruction of various records.

After the meeting the Assistant

Superintendent of Administration developed a suggested list of records
to be kept and their time limits.

(Appendix C, D and E)

Each of the aforementioned areas of responsibility has several
tasks.

Some of these tasks were assigned to the intern in order to

meet the experiences as outlined in the prospectus.

The intern spent

two different time periods working with the Assistant Superintendent
of Administration in his office.

During the first period, work con

cerned relevant legal decisions and laws that would be of direct
concern to the building principals.
dices A and B)

(Daily Log - July 25-29; Appen

During the first time period, the intern worked in the

office of the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and was able
to experience many day-to-day functions of that office.

The second

period of time the intern spent working with the office was a result
of a cabinet meeting in which the Superintendent needed additional
information on use of all buildings.

(Daily Log - August 15)

The role of the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction was
basically the same as that of the Assistant Superintendent of Admin
istration, the difference being the task areas which he directed and
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co-ordinated.

His responsibilities included:

all budgets relative to

instruction, all areas of instruction, six program directors (all of
whom worked in the central office), and assistance to the Personnel
Manager.

(Daily Log - August 2 and 9)

To experience some of the responsibilities faced by the Assistant
Superintendent of Instruction, the intern was asked to develop a five
year study of student enrollment.

This projection was used to deter

mine the possible number of teachers to be "pink slipped" and the
distribution of teachers in each school, primarily the elementary
buildings.

While completing the projection, the intern became aware

of declining enrollment and the effects this could have on education.
It became evident that after the third year of the projection, some of
the already small elementary schools would, in theory, be enrolling
extremely small numbers of kindergarten students or none at all.
(Daily Log - August 10)

Because of the decreasing enrollment and the

school systems belief in "neighborhood" schools, the projection was
stopped after the third year.

(Appendix L)

After the opening of the

school in September, 1977, the intern returned and compared the
enrollment projection for the elementary schools with actual enroll
ment.

Appendix M shows the breakdown of each grade, the number of

teachers used, and the total number of students.

These figures showed

a lack of reliability in predicting kindergarten enrollment in that
the actual number of students varied greatly from school to school.
The Assistant Superintendent of Instruction used the intern's projec
tion as a criterion for the staffing of teaching positions for the
1977-78 school year.

After the first day of school, additional
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teachers were needed.

This, he said, he preferred.

He would rather

be short teachers at the start of school than have too many and be
forced to lay off some.
Observing and studying development of curriculum was an objective
of the internship.

The Assistant Superintendent of Instruction direct

ed the intern to spend a day with the Director of Instructional
Services.

(Daily Log - August 3)

The Director viewed curriculum

development as a group effort and not an individual crusade.

Curricu

lum in the Muskegon Public Schools was developed in various ways such
as the use of inservice days, specialists, and suggestions from
professional staff and parent groups.

The school system had compiled

a list of skill objectives and the sequence in which a student would
have to accomplish them in order to gain proficiency in English and
Math in the grades K-6.

It was the director’s position that curricu

lum development should not be accomplished by autocratic means.

He

believed that the success of any curriculum depended on the teachers
who utilize that curriculum; therefore, the teachers must play a part
in the development of curriculum.
Each Assistant Superintendent brought to his role skill, fore
sight, knowledge and a dedication that always showed when talking
about his responsibilities.

The intern observed situations which came

under their area of responsibility where either man could have acted
in an abrupt manner, but instead chose to listen to all viewpoints
before making any decision.

(Daily Log - July 27)

Personnel Manager
Ten years ago the role of a personnel manager in a school system
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was focused primarily on the recruitment and evaluation of teachers.
Today, the personnel manager's role requires very little if any
recruitment.

It does require evaluation not only of teachers, but of

almost everybody in the system.

Due to the emphasis on job security,

contract negotiations and declining enrollment, the role of personnel
manager has become one of a specialist in labor relations.

S/he works

with all levels in the organizational hierarchy and although s/he is a
part of the administrative staff, s/he must be able to see and evalu
ate all sides of a question.

The personnel manager is "on one hand

the advocate, representing the certified and non-certified personnel,
and on the other hand the bargainer and staff administrator, repre<)/

senting the superintendent of schools."
The Personnel Manager for Muskegon Public Schools was until last
year the Assistant to the Personnel Manager for the school system.
The responsibilities of the Personnel Manager were many and involved
personnel related issues throughout the school system.
August 16)

(Daily Log -

Not only was he responsible for the hiring of all certi

fied and non-certified personnel, but he also evaluated staff and made
recommendation for dismissal of staff when necessary.

He heard staff

grievances and was the district's chief negotiator for all labor
contracts.
Talking with and observing the Personnel Manager in cabinet meet
ings, grievance hearings, and at other times, the intern saw that he
as the representative of the administration in negotiations and
hearings, had respect not only from the central office staff but also

•^Ibld., pp. 94-95.
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from the people across from whom he sat.

He said that the job was

never dull and that when he was negotiating, it required "working
around the clock."

Still, he found the responsibilities challenging

and enjoyed working

with

people.

"ability to listen"

were

necessary in orderto keep the job in proper

perspective.

He also said a "thickskin" and the

The grievance procedure was frustrating for the Person

nel Manager because often the teachers took a grievance to the next
step above him where the Superintendent was

the hearing officer and

where the decision would be almost the same as the one he made.
(Daily Log - August 2 and 10)

This, he felt, was due to the teachers

association's belief that everything has to be brought to the atten
tion of the Superintendent and the Board of Education.
Director of Community Education
The position of Director of Community Education was responsible
to the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction.

(Appendix N)

sible to the Director of Community Education were:

Respon

an assistant, four

building co-ordinators and many full and part-time instructors.

His

role was to develop and administer Community Education for the Muskegon
School System.

After talking with him and his assistant, the intern

discovered his responsibilities to be many and varied.

The Director

of Community Education was responsible for all events occurring in the
school system after normal class hours as well as some programs which
took place during the school day.

He was also the Title IX officer,

the public information officer, a member of the negotiating team for
the Board of Education, and the co-ordinator of summer recreation
programs with the City of Muskegon.

(Daily Log - June 28 and August 19)
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In the time span of the internship, it became evident that the
Director of Community Education was looked upon with a great deal of
respect by all personnel in the Central Office.

Due to this high

regard, additional responsibilities had been placed, from time-totime, under his direction.
Learning about the field or the skills involved in public rela
tions and its importance to a school system was another objective of
the internship.

The Director of Community Education felt public

relations were very important.

As the information officer for the

school system, he had listed one phone number through which informa
tion on the speakers’ bureau, the school system’s newspaper and any
other information could be obtained.

He gave examples of public

relations tactics which the intern had observed during the internship:
the providing of information when asked and the development of good
relationships with the news people and other influential citizens in
the school district.
Director of Special Projects
The role of Director of Special Projects was like that of a
lobbyist.

He represented the Muskegon School System within the State

and Federal Legislatures.

Because Muskegon was a member of the Middle

Cities Education Association (Daily Log - July 28), the Director of
Special Projects spent about half of his time in Lansing or Washington,
D.C. not only representing Muskegon, but also adding to the impact of
all the schools in the Middle Cities Education Association.

Not only

was he responsible for getting state and federal monies allocated to
the school system, but he also oversaw the development of proposals
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for funding under various state and Federal programs.

(Daily Log -

June 27)
Although Director of Special Projects type positions are usually
found in much larger systems, generating additional fund sources can
be advantageous for any system.

Due to the large number of government

funded programs for schools (Muskegon Schools received more than one
quarter of its budget from these funds), financing the costs of the
office of the Director of Special Projects were far outweighed by the
financial benefits to the school system.
In the Muskegon Schools the position was responsible to the
Assistant Superintendent of Instruction, but lines of communication
were such that he had direct access to the Superintendent, Assistant
Superintendent of Administration and the Business Manager.
N)

(Appendix

The Director of Special Projects was much like a resource person

to the Muskegon Public Schools while at the same time, he conveyed the
concerns and interests of the school system to its elected repre
sentatives.
The intern's obj ective to learn about the details of obtaining
State and Federally Funded Programs was accomplished through two
people.

First, the Director of Special Projects explained the signi

ficance of the Congressional Record and other papers published by
various organizations with an interest in education.

Such publi

cations supply information on legislation which pertains to education.
Through these periodicals, information on educational programs being
considered for adoption or enacted could be obtained.

Secondly, the

intern talked to the Assistant for Compensatory Education, who was
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responsible for writing program proposals for funding, keeping tract
of accounts for funded programs and compiling evaluation reports,
(Daily Log - August 18; Appendix K)

He explained that the Director of

Special Projects gave him information concerning funds for which the
school system could apply.

He then would write a proposal or helped

to write one which was then submitted to the required governmental
department.

He also explained that the constant contact which the

Director of Special Projects had with the legislature definitely
helped the district to obtain funded programs.

This contact also

assured that the programs were operated in the manner intended by the
sponsors of the program.
important.

The correct usage of funded programs was

Should a school system fail to properly administer a

funded program, it might never receive such funds again.
Business Manager
In the Muskegon Public Schools organizational chart, the Business
Manager reported directly to the Superintendent.

The Business Mana

ger's role was that of an accountant and manager of funds.

He was

responsible for the planning of buildings, the directing of cash flow
and school elections, the overseeing of all insurances (schools and
employees), and the directing of the borrowing and investing of money.
He also supervised the Budget Control Officer, the Director of Build
ings and Grounds, and all the business office staff.
In talking with the Business Manager it became apparent to the
intern that the increasing number of governmental regulations, had
increased the complexity of the job.

(Daily Log - June 28)

The

Business Manager felt that anybody being hired as a Business Manager
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today should have training as an accountant.

The current trend toward

the use of computers in accounting added to the responsibilities of
the Business Manager.
The position of Business Manager was not included in the Admin
istrative Cabinet.

The Superintendent did ask him to attend whenever

he was needed and, as a result of effective communications in the
Central Office, contact between the Business Manager and other admin
istrators was never a problem.
Board of Education meetings.

The Business Manager did attend the
The intern was impressed with the

complexity and amount of work for which the Business Manager was
responsible.

Summary
The role of an administrator depends on the expectations held by
citizens of the school district, the goals held by the school board
and the personality and beliefs of the administrator himself.

In

order to be successful an administrator must know the goals of the
organization and then co-ordinate all work toward the accomplishment
of those goals.

Roles are defined in terms of expectations, which may

come from many sources.

The more a person understands the role and

the expectations associated with the role, the more successful a
person is likely to be.

The role of an administrator can conceptually

be described as a social system of two dimensions, the nomothetic
(normal activity for the institution) and the ideographic (personal
dimension of activity).

An administrator performs her/his role when

s/he follows the obligations and responsibilities (role expectations)
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normally associated with the role and at the same time adds her/his own
style of behavior (personality).
By the process of observation and interview, the intern was able
to learn about the roles and responsibilities of the six administra
tive cabinet members and the Business Manager in the Central Office of
Muskegon Public Schools.

The role of the Superintendent was basically

that of a generalist and the rest of the Central Office staff provided
specific skills for each assigned area.

Included with each role were

the expectations or responsibilities which may be a part of the role
by definition or were assigned by someone higher in the organizational
hierarchy.
It was evident to the intern during the time of the internship
that the staff of the Muskegon Schools Central Office practiced effec
tive communication with each other and provided support to each other
in the accomplishment of goals.

A lot of this success was due to the

strengths the Superintendent brought to his role and the clear iden
tification of the many role expectations through the cabinet necessary
for the school system to accomplish the legally assigned duty of
educating people.
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SUMMARY AND EVALUATION

Summary of the Internship
In order for an administrator to effectively meet the challenges
within the central office of a school system, s/he must have a wide
range of educational and administrative experiences.

These experi

ences should be in the areas of leadership dynamics and the utilization
of authority that is both delegated and earned.

An administrator

preparing for a position in a school system's central office should
also gain the knowledge and understanding of the various roles within
the central office hierarchy and the accompanying responsibilities of
each role.
The internship was designed to meet a twofold purpose:

to

observe the interplay of leadership and authority among the adminis
trative personnel of a central office staff, and to study the roles
and responsibilities that represent various positions within the
central office of a school system.

The Muskegon Public School System

and its Central Office Staff provided the experience while selected
sources of literature served as comparisons to the information which
the intern gained from the internship.
Leadership involves initiating action by which given directions
guide activities and unify efforts to accomplish common goals.

In

order to accomplish goals and objectives, a leader must not only
provide the organization with well defined channels of communication
and procedural methods, s/he must also develop staff relationships

38
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based on friendship, trust, respect and warmth.

In most cases, a

leader’s authority is the force which allows her/him to give direc
tion.

Authority can be derived from a person’s position or reputation

and, as a result provides a leader with power by which subordinates
can be directed.
Due to the ever increasing responsibilities and administrative
complexities in the operation of a school system, the Superintendent
of the Muskegon School System had organized an Administrative Cabinet.'
This cabinet provided the school system with very effective leadership
which operated in a democratic manner drawing upon each cabinet member's
strengths and talents.

Due to the respect each cabinet member showed

the other members and excellent communication, the interplay of leader
ship and authority worked without any cabinet member "losing face" or
any observed conflict in the organizational structure.

The organiza

tional structure was not always followed, but this was partially due
to the excellent communication in the central office which provided
people the opportunity to deviate from the "official channels."
Another reason for the positive administrative leadership pro
vided in the Muskegon School System was the excellent understanding of
each Central Office staff member regarding his respective role and the
resultant responsibilities.

As a result, society’s basic goals for

education, teaching and learning, appeared to be met in the Muskegon
Schools.
These goals and others were accomplished through the functions of
an administrator.

Planning, organizing, stimulating, co-ordinating,

and controlling were these functions.

An administrator functioning in
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his role as, for example, a superintendent, an assistant superin
tendent, or a personnel manager, had certain obligations and respon
sibilities (role expectations) common to that role.

Yet, an adminis

trator brought to his role a dimension based on his own personality
and needs.

An administrator’s role was the function of the inter

actions occurring between his personality and pre-established role
expectations.
The intern studied the role and responsibilities of the six
cabinet members and the Business Manager in the Muskegon School
System.

The role of the Superintendent was that of a generalist; the

Superintendent brought to his role a background of many experiences
with which he could make decisions in the most effective manner.

The

Superintendent's responsibilities were many, but the primary ones ap
peared to be providing effective communication between the school
system and the citizens of the school district and developing leader
ship in the school system based on the strengths of individuals.
Working in the offices of the two Assistant Superintendents
provided the intern with an insight into their roles and responsibili
ties.

Each Assistant Superintendent specialized in the areas of

instruction and administration.

They utilized past experiences when

making decisions and provided recommendations and information in
meeting their responsibilities as cabinet members.
The positions of Personnel Manager, Director of Community Educa
tion, Director of Special Projects, and Business Manager provided the
school system with specialized expertise.

These personnel were

responsible for the areas of contract negotiations, labor relations,
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community education, recreational programs, public relations, the
lobbying of elected representatives, the obtaining funded programs,
management of the budget, and maintenance of the flow of money for the
system.
The leadership must be positive and effective in order that the
roles and responsibilities of the positions in the central office of a
school system can function and meet the goals and expectations set
forth by the citizens of the school district.

In order to best accom

plish the provision of positive and effective leadership, an adminis
trator must possess not only a broad background of educational experi
ences, but also various managerial skills.
Evaluation of the Internship
The internship was designed to provide knowledge and experience
concerning the structure and function of a school system's central
administrative office.

Due to the openness and co-operation of the

Central Office staff of the Muskegon School System with the intern,
the goals and objectives of the internship were successfully accom
plished.

The internship was limited to one specific school system,

and the intern realized that all school systems function differently
according to the districts size, location, personnel, needs and goals.
Of greater importance was the manner in which the intern was
allowed to function.

Questions were readily answered and access to

any aspect of the central office was granted.

The process of devel

oping a projected student enrollment for the school system and the
researching of legal decisions to find those important to the building
principals were valuable learning experiences for the intern.
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The purpose of the internship was to provide the intern experi
ences through which he could better understand the functions of
leadership and role responsibilities with a school system's central
administrative office.

Due to the capable administrative office

personnel of the Muskegon Public Schools, the intern was able to
accomplish the goals of internship.
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LOG OF INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE

The following pages are a log of the internship experience which
occurred at the central administration offices of the Muskegon City
Public Schools.

The experience started on June 27, 1977 and continued

through August 19, 1977.

The log is written on a weekly basis and is

comprised of significant events from which the intern gained knowledge
and insight of the operation of a central administrative office.

No

attempt is made in this log to identify on which day of the week a
reported event occurred.
It should be noted that two or more members of the administrative
cabinet usually went out for lunch.

The luncheon conversation nor

mally was a discussion of ideas or events pertaining to the school
system.

The Superintendent, the Assistant Superintendent of Adminis

tration, the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction, and the Director
of Instructional Services were all members of Rotary Club.

Rotary

Club met at noon once a week and provided an effective opportunity for
promoting positive public relations for the school system.

The intern

was invited to these meetings and at all times was shown respect and
often was asked to comment on issues.

Generally, the intern was

accepted as if he were a contracted staff member.

During the intern

ship the intern was allowed to work in several administrative offices
so that functions and responsibilities of each administrator were
observed.

The intern was asked to attend weekly administrative

cabinet meetings, board of education committee meetings and several
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grievance hearings.
First Week, June 27 - July 1
The administrative cabinet met each Monday morning.

These admin

istrative cabinet meetings provided the intern information which
helped in achieving some objectives stated in the internship prospec
tus.

The cabinet meeting held the week of June 27 was attended by the

Superintendent and the Director of Special Projects.

The meeting

included a discussion on the status of a Federal Grant of $537,000.
The intent of the grant was to generate jobs by improving buildings
with historic value.

Both men showed much interest in the preserva

tion of the basic architecture of the building to be renovated.
The intern learned that there are advantages to a school system
employing a person whose role is basically that of a lobbyist.

The

Director of Special Projects spent about half of his time in Washing
ton, D.C. or Lansing, keeping in direct communication with the legis
lators and their staffs.

The remainder of his time was spent in

Muskegon supervising the development of proposals for funding under
various state and federal programs.

By reviewing the Congressional

Record and an educational lobbyists paper dealing with specific
information for schools and by maintaining personal contacts with
legislators, the Director of Special Projects kept the Superintendent
and the administrative cabinet abreast of ongoing situations posi
tively or negatively affecting the Muskegon School System.
Not only did the administrative cabinet provide the Superinten
dent with information, but the cabinet members shared information with
each other and with others in the school system.

The Director of
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Special Projects held a meeting with the Director of Buildings and
Grounds.

In this meeting, discussion centered on building costs,

building requirements, minority hiring by sub-contractors, methods of
cleaning the outside of the building in order to meet environmental
standards, and time requirements for the renovation project being done
with the aid of a federal grant.

The discussion was consummate due to

the knowledge and skill of each man.

The intern was asked for opinions

and encouraged to ask questions.
The Superintendent met with the intern and discussed the struc
ture of the administrative cabinet and the central office.

This

discussion helped to achieve two objectives stated in the prospectus:
1) to understand how a central office is staffed and 2) to understand
the responsibilities of the administrative cabinet members.
The cabinet consisted of the Superintendent, Assistant Superin
tendent of Administration, Assistant Superintendent of Instruction,
Personnel Manager, Director of Special Projects, and Director of
Community Education.

The central administration office, in addition

to the previously mentioned positions, had a Business Manager, Director
of Instructional Services, Director of Measurement and Evaluation, and
Director of Special Education.

In the absence of the Superintendent,

the Assistant Superintendent of Administration was second in command
and had the responsibility for all building administrators, student
enrollment, and capital outlay for the school district.

The Assistant

Superintendent of Instruction was third in command and was responsible
for all Directors, all instructional areas, and all budget requests
not covered by capital outlay.
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The intern asked the Superintendent why the Business Manager
was not a member of the administrative cabinet.

He explained that

the cabinet relied on advice from all non-cabinet members and, in
fact, the Business Manager or his assistant was often in attendance
at the cabinet meetings.

Also a majority of the time spent by the

administrative cabinet was not concerned with budgetary items.
A discussion with the Assistant Director of Community Education
gave the intern some insight regarding the staffing, organization and
responsibilities of one member of the administrative cabinet, the
Director of Community Education.

The Director of Community Education

was responsible for everything occurring in the school buildings
after 4:00 p.m., all summer recreation programs, and Title IX.

He

also served as the Public Information Officer for the school system.
The Director of Community Education had an assistant, four co-ordinators,
and worked with the Director of Parks and Recreation for the City of
Muskegon.

The Director of Community Education was also a member of

the Board of Education team which negotiated with the teachers.

The

intern made the observation that the Director of Community Education
was a very dynamic and capable person.
When asked about the leadership of the Superintendent, the
Assistant Director of Community Education replied that he believed
the Superintendent to be an excellent leader because he was able to
get so much out of his administrative staff.
reasons to support his contention:

He offered three

1) the Superintendent had the

ability to see various leadership qualities people had and helped to
develop those qualities, 2) he gave authority to people and let them
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carry out their responsibilities, 3) he used a positive approach in
working with people in that a person's faults were not belabored,
instead he spoke positively, utilizing the strengths of people.
The Business Manager was not a member of the administrative
cabinet but did sit at the table with the Board of Education during
Board of Education meetings.

The intern's conversations with the

Business Manager and his assistant, the Budget Control Officer, pro
vided information relative to the intern's understanding of how a
central office is staffed.

In addition, his remarks clarified the

operations of the line and the mechanics of the delegation of author
ity.

The Business Manager of the Muskegon Public Schools was respon

sible for the planning of buildings, the planning of cash flow,
elections, the leasing of property, insurances for the school system,
all people employed by the system, and the borrowing and investing of
money.
When asked if a background in accounting rather than education
would be most helpful, the Business Manager indicated that at account
ing degree would be best, due to the complexity of the job caused by
the many governmental regulations.
toward more usage of computers.

There also seemed to be a trend

He believed that though computer use

decreases staffing costs, more highly trained personnel would have to
be hired.

He did not anticipate financial savings, but believed the

computer would definitely provide savings in time due to memory banks
and printing speed.

The Business Manager, even with the aid of the

Budget Control Officer, found his job very time-consuming and required
time in the office outside of normal working hours in order to meet
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his responsibilities.
The Budget Control Officer was responsible for the control of the
budget.

This meant control of all accounts, and presentation to the

Board of Education of a detailed accounting of expenditures, and the
balancing of 22 budgets for every monthly meeting of the Board of
Education.Because of open communication

in talking with the two men,

it was evident to the intern that they worked well together.

Two of

the problems expressed by these men were the State of Michigan not
paying the full amounts of the various funds they agree to allocate at
the start of each school year, and the continual changing of forms
required by the State and Federal governments to be filed by the
school system in order to report incomes and expenditures.
It was apparent that the section of a school system responsible
for the business (accounting) aspect was not only important, but also
called for

specialization in thatarea in order to have the "books"

balance at

the end of each schoolyear.

Attending a meeting of the Board of Education's Schools, Teachers,
and Texts Committee (Appendix F) helped to meet the internship objec
tives of 1) studying the relationships between the school board and
administration, 2) studying the roles and responsibilities of cabinet
members and 3) studying methods by which curriculum was changed.

The

primary purpose of the meeting was to accommodate a presentation by
the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction and the Director of Instruc
tional Services for consideration of a proposed resolution pertaining
to the adoption of text books for the elementary and senior high
schools.

The meeting was referred to as a working lunch.

Sandwiches
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and coffee were provided.

The Board of Education was represented

by the committee chairman and another board member.
were the Superintendent and the intern.

Also in attendance

The Assistant Superintendent

of Instruction was spokesman for the administration, but many times he
referred to the Director of Instructional Services for answers.

The

committee chairman, a board member of many years and an engineer by
occupation, asked questions ranging from the impact of such proposed
changes to the expected improvement anticipated.

It was apparent that

thought was required before any answer was given.

To their credit,

the administrators were able to provide answers.

Any question asked

received an answer.
"homework."

It was evident that everyone had done their

Leadership was democratic in form with the Superintendent

introducing everybody and then turning the meeting over to the commit
tee chairman.

At times the Superintendent would be asked to settle a

confusing point.

This he did with quickness and he did not allow the

discussion to get sidetracked.

The committee chairman was not over

bearing, but he did ask questions which directed the conversation
toward the areas of concern which he had.

The committee member did

not ask many questions but appeared to be listening and was asked for
his opinion by the committee chairman.

The meeting was impressive

because of the very intense candid discussion, and yet, respect was
shown toward each person’s opinion.
Another opportunity to observe interaction between the Board of
Education and the central administration occurred when both groups
went on a tour of the construction site of a new physical education
and library complex being built.

This multi-million dollar facility
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was financed by the Board of Education bonding the school system (up
to 5% of the total budget) without the vote of the people.

The engin

eer in charge of the construction and a few assistants along with the
Director of Buildings and Grounds, who had an office on site, led the
tour.

All questions were answered with candor.

this impressive facility was evident.

Everyone’s pride in

The Director of Buildings and

Grounds pointed cut recommended changes he had made which often
resulted in a savings in costs for the school district.

Concern was

expressed by board members as to how various sections would be locked
in order to keep people out of the Olympic sized swimming pool and
other sections.

The Athletic Director said that he and the Assistant

Superintendent of Administration were working on that problem by
"keying" the doors in sections.

According to the construction engin

eer, the construction was on schedule with very few problems because
of the excellent communication between the builders and school admin
istration.

The communication between administrators and school board

members during the tour was enthusiastic in manner and indicated to
the intern that the school board had been kept abreast of any and all
changes.
The intern spent time with the Superintendent during which he
explained the process by which books were adopted for use in the
schools.

The process basically followed a route starting with a

classroom teacher and continuing through the Principal, the Director
of Instructional Services, screening committees, and ending with the
recommendation for possible adoption by the Board of Education.

The

Superintendent showed the intern the Board's Handbook stating policies,
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curriculum descriptions, regulations, etc., which provided the Board
of Education's basic guidelines by which the school system educated its
students.
The Superintendent was a member of the State Tenure Commission
and discussed some of the problems he saw affecting the Tenure Commis
sion in the future.

He asked the intern to study a brief filed by the

Michigan Education Association suing the State Tenure Commission.

The

Superintendent requested some reactions from the intern and talked
about the reasons for the litigation and the probable outcomes.

He

explained the implications of a court order over a legislated func
tioning body.
The intern also studied the general manual given to all teachers.
Some interesting items within the manual were:

an ordinance adopted

by the City of Muskegon prohibiting trespassing on any public or
private property used for educational purposes, a mileage chart
between all areas of the system, a requirement that teachers attend
P.T.A. meetings, and a statement of philosophy of education of the
Superintendent.

Because of the newly negotiated contract between the

teachers and school board, several items in the manual had been
changed.

The intern reviewed the new master contract and decided the

teachers had negotiated an effective contract.
After reading the teacher's manual and the new contract, the
intern was invited to observe the Superintendent working with his
secretary preparing information to be included in the briefs for the
Board of Education.

The "A" brief contained general information

pertaining to education.

The "B" brief listed the items to be covered
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at Monday's meeting of the Committee of the Whole.

The "C" brief

contained the subjects to be decided at the Tuesday evening Board of
Education meeting.

Each board member received a folder with these

three briefs and any other information the Superintendent believed
would be necessary for a noon meeting on the Monday preceding the
Tuesday evening Board of Education meeting.

The meeting held Tuesday

evening was structured and usually consisted of finalized reports
being read and voted on.

Discussion did occur between administration

and board members and also the audience at either meeting when ques
tions were raised.

It was apparent that much of what the board heard

was channeled through the Superintendent.

The Superintendent must

utilize effective leadership and organizing skills when preparing for
a board meeting.

The outcome of a board meeting becomes in reality a

statement of how successful a superintendent has been in those skills.
Second Week, July 25 - 29
The cabinet meeting was attended by the Superintendent, the
Assistant Superintendent of Administration, the Personnel Manager, the
Director of Special Projects and the intern.

Most of the discussion

concerned the presentation of the budget to the Board of Education
during the middle of August.

The Superintendent wanted the latest

figures used in order to be realistic in projecting the expenditures.
Because the Board agreed to a teacher salary package which would
cost more than the system could afford, the Superintendent expressed
concern about the budget in relation to the anticipated income.
quarters of a million dollars was budgeted for special education
programs and if the millage vote for two mills presented by the
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Intermediate School District were to be defeated, the Muskegon School
System would have to assume a large amount of the special education
costs now being paid by the Intermediate School District.
The Director of Special Projects was concerned about services
charged to the school district because the school district was the
largest taxpayer to the Intermediate School District and had very
little control over the expenditures and the utilization of special
education teachers.

After further discussion, the Superintendent

requested that the Special Education Budget be completed separately.
He then asked if anyone had something to bring before the group.
The Personnel Manager presented a problem the custodians had with
their Long Term Disability Insurance rates.

Due to a 42% increase,

the custodians wanted to change to a smaller package but have the
Board of Education continue to pay the same amount.

The Assistant

Superintendent of Administration said that since they negotiated the
plan, the custodians should be made to live with it.

The Personnel

Manager supported the custodians and asked that their request be
presented to the Board of Education,

The discussion also brought out

feelings about the custodian's use of the grievance procedure.

The

Superintendent said he agreed with the Personnel Manager's recommenda
tion.
The Assistant Superintendent of Administration asked the Super
intendent if he had given any thought to how Marsh School's principalship would be filled.

The Superintendent replied that due to the drop

in enrollment, not only would teachers be cut but administration also.
As a result, Marsh School would have to share a principal with another
school.
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Later in the day, the intern discussed position responsibilities
with the Assistant Superintendent of Administration.

He was responsi

ble for all building principals, was in charge of all capital outlay,
any building repair and was the child accounting officer for the whole
district.

The Assistant Superintendent of Administration was chairman

for the elementary and secondary administrators council and with the
Assistant Superintendent of Instruction met with every building
principal at least once a year in order to discuss each principal's
goals and ideas, and to evaluate each one.

He helped write the

student conduct code for the school system and represented a step
between the principal and the Board of Education in the appeal pro
cess.

The Assistant Superintendent of Administration showed a concern

for people, but he also expected people to fully understand their work
in the school system.

At least once a year he organized a workshop

for all building principals and one for all secretarial and clerical
workers in the school system.
One objective held by the intern, the understanding of the roles
and responsibilities of cabinet members, was met by working on speci
fic projects in some of the cabinet members' offices.

The Assistant

Superintendent gave the intern the responsibility of compiling arti
cles of recent (three to four years) legislation (state) and federal)
along with any laws, interpretation of laws, and/or court decisions
that would have direct bearing specifically on the Muskegon Public
School System and its administrators.

The Assistant Superintendent

of Administration planned to use the compiled information to make a
pamphlet to give to every principal and assistant principal at an
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inservice session to be held just before school started.

(Appendix A)

He subscribed to many professional journals and pamphlets concerning
education law, administration, court decisions in education, and
student attendance and discipline.

The intern summarized information

on notecards and the Assistant Superintendent of Administration then
edited and selected those notes to be used.
The intern learned by observation that the Assistant Superinten
dent of Administration often got many opinions before making a decision,
but there would never be a question as to who made the decision.

He

was very concerned with the legal implications resulting from decisions
administrators make in carrying out their responsibilities.

He also

showed concern for personnel under his direction and expected "pro
fessional" behavior.
While working in the office of the Assistant Superintendent of
Administration, the intern read about the Middle Cities Education
Association.

The Association was founded by metropolitan school

districts in Michigan because of their particular urban problems in
education.

The main thrust was to develop programs and to attempt to

educate and influence legislators, educators, and citizens.

Examples

of activities carried on each year were a Washington Workshop and an
Editors’ Luncheon.

It was apparent that these systems had organized

to try to obtain a larger amount of the money that traditionally or
historically went to the Detroit area school systems.
Third Week, August 1 - 5
The cabinet meeting started with the Superintendent listing the
stages of renovation present in the Hackley (Administration) Building.
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The company making the special odd-sized windows for the building
asked the school system to place one final order for all remaining
windows.
The Superintendent talked about various rooms used for storage
and asked that everyone within the next week decide what records and
files should be kept and which could be thrown out.

A truck would be

parked near the building so that "things" could be easily discarded.
The Superintendent then explained a system which would indicate those
files to be kept forever, those files to be changed after four years
and those files to be changed each year.

After discussion of what

rooms were whose responsibility, those members present agreed to the
need for organization regarding the keeping of records.

Thus the

Superintendent seemed to be successful in getting the storage rooms
cleaned and the files better organized.
The Assistant Superintendent of Instruction asked about how best
to administer the three elementary schools whose student populations
were down to about 120 students each.

The Assistant Superintendent of

Administration spoke about the need for adequate supervision in each
building.

This led to a discussion of the cost of the new contract

with the teachers which the Board of Education had adopted, the lack
of money due mainly to the loss of students and the fact that the
contract would necessitate additional income in order to meet the
salary requirements.

The Superintendent stated that the Board of

Education acting as a whole would have to face the problems brought
on by lack of money and loss of students.
The intern met with the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction.
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He was responsible for the budgets of the schools.

He also was in

charge of all supervision, assisted the Personnel Manager because his
office had been cut from two people to one, and acted as a member of
the Board's negotiating team.

The Assistant Superintendent of Instruc

tion served as the chairman of the curriculum committee for the Middle
Cities Education Association and attended all Board of Education
meetings and functioned as "recording engineer" for all grievances
heard at the Superintendent or Board of Education level.

He expressed

interest in the intern's program and suggested the intern develop a
student enrollment projection by buildings, grade levels, and total
system.

This projection would be of great use to him and the Board of

Education in determining the number of rooms required for the next
school year and the staffing of those rooms.
Using information made available, the intern developed a grid and
followed each year's class from kindergarten to graduation.
M)

(Appendix

The intern worked in the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction's

office, having with him several short discussions on projections,
estimations of numbers of students starting kindergarten and the
possibility of elementary schools with enrollment of approximately 100
students having zero students entering kindergarten in the next few
years.
The intern observed the Assistant Superintendent as he worked
with administrators responsible for various departments.
istrators did not want their proposed budgets cut.

These admin

Several times

the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction made the statement that
money was short and every budget would suffer cuts.

He was pleasant
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but firm when making decisions.
The intern attended a Level 4 grievance to be heard by the Super
intendent.

The grievance was brought by the teachers’ association

charging a junior high principal of not working in good faith with the
teachers to develop a student disciplinary policy.

The Superintendent

had all grievances taped and arranged tables so the groups faced each
other with a table for himself at one end, between the two parties.
The Superintendent was very much in command.

He read the grievance as

originally written and then asked the spokesperson for the teachers
for an explanation of their concerns.
their entire case.

He then asked them to present

When the teachers had finished, the Superintendent

first asked for questions and then asked the spokesman for the junior
high principal, the Personnel Manager, to present his case.

Several

times during each presentation, the Superintendent asked for clarifi
cation and appeared very much at ease during the total hearing.

When

both had concluded, he asked for further comments and questions.
A Level 4 hearing meant the Superintendent, in the position of a
judge, was to make a decision.

In this case he suggested that methods

were possible to solve the problem, yet the time limit required by the
teachers could still be met.

The grievance was against one of his

principals, but the Superintendent did not decide totally in the
administration's favor; he included in his commentary some points
asked for by the teachers.
The intern had as an objective the study of the process by which
curriculum is designed or developed in the school system.

The

Director of Instructional Services was responsible for the development
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of instructional areas in the school system.

He perceived his posi

tion as a facilitator rather than a dictator when developing changes
in curriculum.

This school system provided instruction through

Compensatory Education (General Funds), Title I (Federal Funds) and
Chapter III (State Funds).

There were other small areas of instruc

tion (ex., Special Education), but these three covered almost all of
the students in the district.

All of the several types or systems of

instruction used had been both selected and developed by the teachers.
This process was achieved through consultation with curriculum special
ists, paid workshops for the teachers and principals and inservice
programs.
The Director of Instructional Services listed many different
kinds of projects being carried out and all pertained in some way to
instructional development.

One $37,000 instructional development

project involved all building administrators except those in the high
school.

The project/workshop was to develop instruction objectives by

a decision making process using needs assessment.

When asked why the

high school administrators did not participate, the Director of
Instructional Services said they had chosen not to.

He went on to say

that instructional ideas were not used unless the personnel (teachers)
using them had taken an active part in formulating them.

He believed

in utilizing personnel’s interests and ideas when changing any area of
instruction.

Through the Director of Measurement and Evaluation, he

used tests and questionnaires to gather feedback as to the effective
ness of improvements in instruction.
By invitation of the Superintendent, the intern attended a State
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Tenure Commission meeting.

Prior to the meeting, the intern was asked

to read all the briefs pertaining to the case to be heard.

He then

briefly summarized the important aspects of the case to the Superin
tendent as they drove to the meeting in Lansing.

The intern had

dinner with the tenure commission and observed the tenure hearing
itself.

The other commission members showed much respect to the

Superintendent.

During the hearing he was the member most often

referred to except for the commission member who was an attorney.
When the committee recessed for a conference, the attorney seemed to
insist his ideas were best, but it was the leadership of the Superin
tendent which kept everyone working on the problem at hand.

The

intern was impressed with the very professional manner in which the
tenure hearing was held.

After the hearing, the intern questioned the

Superintendent about the attorney monopolizing the conversation,
always insisting his interpretation was the best.

He replied that

because of all the technicalities upon which cases were won or lost,
the tenure commission did rely to a large extent on the attorney’s
opinions.
Fourth Week, August 8 - 1 2
No cabinet meeting was held because the Superintendent was in the
Upper Peninsula serving as a member of a selection committee which was
to recommend four candidates for a position of superintendent.

The

intern continued to work on the enrollment projection and learned
other ways enrollment projections were used.

Projections were used to

balance classes, to cut costs in the areas of salaries and materials,
to show trends which could be analyzed, and to point out the unusual.
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The Assistant Superintendent of Instruction was always willing to
answer the intern's questions.

When asked about leadership, he replied

that his Superintendent was one of the best.

He answered the question

pertaining to decision making by stating that the best procedure he
had found was to seek out as many facts as possible, to gather other
people's opinions and to avoid making hasty decisions.
The intern attended another Level 4 grievance hearing; this
grievance concerned retroactive pay for the instructors of a feder
ally funded Skilled Training Center operated by the school system.
The Superintendent was the hearing officer with the Board of Education
represented by the Personnel Manager.

The grievance chairman for the

teachers' union was its spokesperson.

The Superintendent requested

that each side briefly state its position.

The teachers' spokesperson

was articulate and had knowledge of the contract.

The Personnel

Manager gave his description quickly and to the point.

The Superinten

dent paused and then summed up what he had heard from both sides.

He

went on to discuss terminology and time periods using the blackboard
to diagram points.

The Personnel Manager pointed out possible

solutions but they were not in the contract.

The administration did

not put the Skill Training Center instructors in the same category as
classroom teachers; the spokesperson for the teachers heatedly stated
these people were under the Master Contract.

In order to calm both

sides, the Superintendent tried to clarify the areas of disagreement
which related to this grievance.

This began a discussion as to how

the various monies are budgeted and whether the flow of money was
based on the school's year or a governmental year.

Because the State
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of Michigan extended its budgeted year by three months in 1976, there
was a time gap which prevented the instructors from getting their pay
increase.

Since the school system had nothing to do with the state's

change in the budgeted year, the Superintendent believed the money
should come from the County of Muskegon which maintained the funds for
this program.

After the hearing, the intern discussed with the

Personnel Manager his (the Personnel Manager's) reactions.

He said

that if the county refused to pay, the teachers would probably take
the grievance to the Board of Education.

According to him, 'lmost all

grievances seemed to end with the level at which the Superintendent
was the hearing officer.

This was not because the Superintendent

always ruled in the teachers' favor, but, so the Personnel Manager
thought, the teachers wanted to be sure the Superintendent heard their
arguments.

He believed this to be true because as Personnel Manager,

he heard all Level 3 grievances and the decisions given by him were
much the same as those given by the Superintendent in a Level 4
grievance.
The Superintendent held a meeting with the Assistant Superinten
dent of Administration, the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction,
and the Personnel Manager.

The intern was asked to attend.

The

Superintendent began by telling the Personnel Manager that this
problem was his.

A teacher who had earned a B.A. degree plus 20

credits had been

paid for the past one and one-half years at the B.A.

level instead of the B.A.
teacher did have

plus 20 level.

back pay coming.

The Superintendent felt the

The Personnel Manager said the

teacher had mailed in the transcript of her credits but had not
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attached anything to the transcript to indicate why it was being sent.
He admitted his office should have checked further and not just added
the transcript to the teacher's file.
The Superintendent then asked for suggestions as to how to fill
the vacant position of principal at an elementary school.

The Assis

tant Superintendent of Instruction reported that during the Superin
tendent's absence, the President of the Board of Education had called
him about another elementary school.

The Board President lived in

that area and wanted to know if, due to the low enrollment, the school
would be closed the following school year.

The Assistant Superin

tendent of Instruction replied to him that most of the problems had
been worked out so that the school would open.
The Assistant Superintendent of Administration wondered what had
been decided about hiring an administrator for that elementary build
ing.

The Superintendent said a teacher would teach kindergarten half

day and would be administrator the other half.

A substitute teacher

would be needed one day in the morning so she could be in the office.
The Personnel Manager suggested another method which would not require
a substitute; this method met with everyone's approval.
He went on to broach a problem concerning a principal's wife who
was a teacher in her husband's building.
year.

They had been married last

The Personnel Manager wanted to switch the wife to another

building.

There was no disagreement.

When asked by the Superintendent about moving an assistant
principal from one elementary to another, the Assistant Superintendent
of Administration stated he would rather not move him because of
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the excellent job he was doing in his present position.

The discus

sion continued regarding the moving of the assistant principal from a
large elementary school as opposed to the moving of a black adminis
trator from a large junior high school to the elementary school (99%
black) as the principal.

Certain concerns were expressed:

should a

secondary administrator move to an elementary position (Assistant
Superintendent of Instruction), do we need a full time principal
(Superintendent), an administrator must be in the building (Assistant
Superintendent of Administration) and could one person be in two
places at the same time if the administrator was responsible for two
buildings (Personnel Manager).

After approximately forty-five minutes

of discussion, the Personnel Manager summed up the major considera
tions.

The Superintendent said they should talk to both principals,

explain the problem, and get their reactions to loosing the persons in
questions.

The Personnel Manager was selected to call both principals

because the Superintendent felt him to be the most neutral.

The

Superintendent would explain to the Board of Education that any admin
istrative adjustments would be made from within the present adminis
trative staff.

No one was fully satisfied with the solutions but

nothing better had been proposed.
The Assistant Superintendent wanted to talk about a Director of
Arts position which would include the areas of art, vocal and instru
mental music in the schools and would be a full time position.

The

Assistant Superintendent of Instruction responded that he felt the
half-time music coordinator/half-time music teacher was trying to
create a position.

After these opening comments, the two Assistant
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Superintendents carried on a very passionate, very pointed discussion
as to whether the fine arts or regular instruction were getting the
best deal.

There was no swearing or name calling, but for a half hour

these two men actively argued.
tened.

The Superintendent attentively lis

With a pause in the debate and having looked at his watch, he

said, "Let's let this area stay as it is for this year."
the meeting ended.

With that,

The Superintendent asked the intern for his

reactions to the meeting.

When the intern questioned him about the

argument, the Superintendent said he thought it better to let them get
everything out rather than made a decision before each man had had his
say.

Observing both men later, the intern saw no enmity expressed.

Instead, each was concerned about the other's feelings.
In a discussion with the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction
concerning methods of presenting the enrollment projection to the
Board of Education, the intern was asked for his reaction to what
had occurred in the meeting.

The intern observed that the two men

were able to have a hard discussion of contrasting ideas and come out
of the discussion feeling as if neither had lost.
Fifth Week, August 15 - 19
The cabinet meeting began with a statement from the Superinten
dent saying that if an administrator had left his/her position volun
tarily that position would be filled from the existing staff of the
school system.

Therefore, the one elementary school in question would

have a full time administrator and the other a half-time teacher/half
time administrator.
The rest of the meeting was spent in discussion of problems
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dealing with room availability and use in the total school district.
Concern was expressed about having to rent space for various daytime
programs.

The Director of Community Education wanted to find room

within the school district in order to cut costs.

Everybody around

the table entered into the discussion, offering viewpoints and making
suggestions for possible solutions.
what had been said.

The Superintendent summed up

All adult education programs should be held at

one school and the elementary special education programs presently
using only part of a building should be combined with other special
education programs.
The Superintendent asked the intern to work with the Assistant
Superintendent of Administration to develop a method that would
visually show all the rooms in the district and their present use.
The building diagrams plus the projected student enrollment would
provide to the Board of Education information concerning the problem
of space utilization facing the school district.

After an inventory

of the available information, the Assistant Superintendent of Adminis
tration decided to have some of the principals discuss room use with
the intern and that the intern would tour the buildings to see the
different floor plans.
The intern discussed with the Personnel Manager some of his job
responsibilities.

He was responsible for all hiring, including

teachers and non-professional staff, and, as a member of the central
administrative team, all administrators below the level of Assistant
Superintendent.

The Personnel Manager said he tried, in dealing with

the teachers or anyone else, to be candid in answering questions and
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in providing information as requested by various union representatives.
He would support a teacher if a case was built against him based on
rumor and innuendo.

He then went on to discuss negotiations which had

been settled in May, 1977, and described how when the administrative
team adherred to the financial level set by the Board, the Board of
Education, after many demonstrations and assertions by the teachers,
entered into the negotiations and agreed to a contract that exceeded
the previously set financial level.

The Personnel Manager believed

the teachers1 association felt that if it could get the Board of
Education involved, any settlement could be reached faster.

It was

apparent that the Personnel Manager found grievances frustrating
because teachers could go to the next level and yet hear almost the
same decision from the Superintendent as the one he had given.
The objective of studying the relationships between the adminis
tration and the school board was partially met by the intern's atten
dance at a Board of Education meeting.
study in organization and brevity.
the Board was well decorated.

One evening meeting was a

(Appendix J)

The meeting room of

The Board members, Superintendent and

Business Manager sat on a raised platform about two feet higher than
everyone else; the Board's secretary and newspaper reporter(s) sat
together at a table on one side of the room near the front, and on the
opposite side of the room sat the two Assistant Superintendents.
Because most of the issues had been discussed at the meeting of the
Committee of the Whole held on Monday afternoon preceding this regular
Tuesday evening meeting, the meeting consisted mainly of reports and
resolutions being read and voted on.

The agenda (Appendix I) did
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provide for an invocation, roll call, announcements and questions.
Other than a Board member reporting on a committee meeting, the
President of the Board did most of the talking.

The Superintendent

spoke once to give clarification and a brief history of debt retire
ment.

One Board member, under "Other Pertinent Board Business,"

wanted the Board to adopt a policy regarding per diem pay for each
Board member and requested consideration be given his proposal at the
next Board meeting in September.

It was evident that most of the

other members were surprised and a few were upset with the idea.

One

member pointed out that everyone on the Board had been elected knowing
well in advance the time required and that there was no pay.
The Superintendent introduced the intern and the newspaper report
er who would be covering all areas of education for the local newspaper.
The meeting was adjourned and the Board moved to the library for a
tour.

The public library and a public art gallery were under the

jurisdiction of the School Board.

During the walk to the library and

also while in the library, the intern talked with the President of the
Board.

The President expressed great satisfaction with the way the

school system was administered and felt the personnel making up the
central administration were exceptionally capable.

He also expressed

interest in the internship and said it (the internship) was a sound
method of learning first hand how a school system was managed.

The

Board members were friendly and appeared to be at ease with each
other.
The Assistant Superintendent of Administration asked the intern
to research summaries of legal decisions with the intent of finding
information about husbands and wives teaching in the same building.
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The wife of an elementary principal who taught in her husband's school
was filing a grievance over being moved to another elementary building.
The Assistant Superintendent of Administration wanted to be able to
cite court decisions supporting the school's position.

The cases which

the intern found cited decisions which upheld the school's position of
separating husband and wife provided the new school held basically the
same type of community and students as the previous one.
Attempting to meet the objective of gaining knowledge about funds
received from various grants, the intern met with the Assistant for
Compensatory Education.

His responsibilities were putting together

applications for funds and submitting them, setting up accounts for
each funded program, reporting to the funding source how and when the
money was used, and compiling evaluation reports on these programs.
Because of staff cutbacks, these responsibilities once covered by two
administrators were now handled by one.

The intern observed the

irritations expressed by the Director of Compensatory Education when
he talked about the cutbacks.

He was responsible for more than two

and one half million dollars in accounts.
For a school system to receive state and federal funds, the
system must get involved.

Involvement can be many things such as

paying for a lobbyist or sharing the cost of a lobbyist with other
school systems, joining organizations with similar aims (ex., Michigan
Association of States and Federal Program Specialists), reading the
Congressional Record, and the basic involvement of putting needs into
writing and submitting the written project.

(Appendix K)

If some

thing were to go wrong with a funded project, especially a federal
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one, the school system might never receive another.

Projects are

monitored by state consultants; the federal programs require parent
(of students in the specific project) groups to participate and in
this system both the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction and the
Director of Special Projects reviewed or supervised the programs.
Meeting with the Director of Community Education helped the intern
accomplish the objectives of understanding the importance of public
relations to a school system and of acquiring more understanding of
the roles of the administrative cabinet members.

The Director of

Community Education was a dynamic person and the intern learned from
the Superintendent and the two Assistant Superintendents that they
considered him to be an extremely capable administrator.
In the area of public relations, his role of public information
officer made him responsible for all communications from the school
system to the citizens of the district.

To facilitate and better

control the flow of information, he had put under one phone number all
areas such as the speakers bureau, the small newspaper sent to all
citizens of the district, and any requests for information about the
school system.

The speakers bureau consisting of parents, teachers,

students, and administrators was maintained with each person's area
of proficiency noted on cards.

The Director of Community Education

saw public relations as a pivotal part of education and felt that due
to his contacts with the many facets of the community, his responsi
bility for all public information was valid.

The intern observed that

the Director of Community Education was capable in carrying out his
responsibilities.
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The Director of Community Education said he had found that problems
within an educational system often were the result of different areas
in the system lobbying the superintendent and board members.

This

situation was not true for this system because as he stated, and the
intern agreed, "From the President of the School Board on down to the
lowest level of the administrative staff, everyone had a sense of
value and excelled in his job, and this was due basically to the
leadership of the Superintendent."
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Appendices A and B represent the work done by the intern for the
Assistant Superintendent of Administration.

This information, which

was compiled from various legal summaries, court decisions and educa
tional journals, was used at an inservice meeting for all building
administrators.
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APPENDIX A

PRIVACY ACT AND REPORTING

LEGAL

The 1974 Family Rights and Privacy Act requires consent of parents
before schools can share with a third party any information in a
child’s school record.

The law does make an exception for information

that deals with a child's health and safety, and H.E.W.'s Fair Infor
mation Office says that includes child abuse.

Privacy and Reporting Child Abuse
Privacy Act does not cover reporting child abuse.
Broadening definition of child abuse:
non-accidental physical injury
neglect (failure to provide necessities of life, including
medical treatment)
sexual molestation
emotional or mental injury
Evidences of abuses:
malnutrition
bone fractures
internal or external bleeding
swelling
bruises
burns
failure to thrive
truancy
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Birth Certificates For Foreign Born Students
Public Act 159 of 1976 made possible the expedition of obtaining
birth certificates of foreign born children who are adopted in Michi
gan.
The adoptive parents must contact the Probate Court in the county
of adoption and request the court to file the Delayed Registration of
Birth Form for Foreign Born Children (Form B-104B) with the Vital
Records Section of the Department of Public Health.
The D.P.H. will then issue a certified copy of the birth certi
ficate containing information about the birth.

The adoptive parents

will be listed as parents.
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APPENDIX B

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS

#1950

Residence of Children in County Detention Home

Children who are of school age and who, as wards of the court,
are living in the county detention home are both legal and educational
residents of the district in which the home is located and are entit
led to tuition free attendance in its public schools, unless the
number of such children exceeds the capacity of the districts' class
room facilities as determined by the superintendent of public instruc
tion.

#M-576

Private Tutoring of a Pupil

Therefore, it is the opinion of the Attorney General that a
parent who holds a Michigan teacher's certificate and provides compar
able educational instruction to his child or children in his home or
employs a legally qualified tutor who provides comparable instruction
to his child or children in his home and meets the sanitary conditions
of the same standard as in the public schools, is complying with
section 731 of the School Code of 1955, in that he is providing an
education for his child or children at a private school.

#4914-A
All non-public and public schools fall under state requirements
for construction of public buildings which are accessible to handi
capped persons.
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#5039
County law enforcement officers may remove unauthorized visitors
from the buildings or grounds of a school district.

#5112
A board of education of a school district has the power to accept
or reject any non-resident student.

If a non-resident student is

accepted it must impose a tuition charge which need not be the maximum
rate.

The board may charge the parents of the student any tuition

rate that does not exceed the statutory maximum.

#5202
States flatly it is against the law for a board of education to
set aside or designate certain areas of school property for the purpose
of permitting students under the age of 18 to indulge in the use of
cigarettes.

Days of Instruction
The Attorney General has ruled that a local board of education is
not required to provide 180 days of instruction to a pupil who has
been suspended from school for a specific number of days or who has
been expelled and later reinstated.

He held that a student's right to

receive 180 days of classes is conditional upon his compliance with
school regulations.
The Attorney General also rules that schools are not obligated to
make up days when school is not in session because of conditions
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beyond control of school officials, such as storms, fires, epidemics,
etc.

He did rule, however, that days not in session because of teacher

strikes or teacher conferences may not be counted in the minimum 180
days of instruction.

Auxiliary Services
The Attorney General has ruled that speech and health programs
are among the services public school boards are permitted to provide
non-public schools.

These services include health and nursing ser

vices and exams, street crossing guards, NDEA testing, teacher or
speech and language services, school social work, school psychological
services, teacher consultant services for handicapped pupils and other
services for the handicapped and remedial reading.
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Appendices C, D, and E demonstrate the thoroughness with which
the administrative cabinet functioned.

These guidelines for the

retention and disposal of various records were decided upon August 15,
1977, and subsequently were ready for distribution the next day.
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APPENDIX C

MUSKEGON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Hackley School
August 15, 1977

Memorandum
To:
From:

Personnel Manager
John W. DeHorn

Subj ect:

Retention and Disposal of Public School Records

Materials either created or received in pursuance of statutory
requirements or in connection with the transaction of public business
belong to the office concerned and are government property, not the
personal property of the officer or employee concerned.

Such materi

als therefore, canno'- be destroyed, or given away, or sold without
complying with Section 399.5 NCL, as amended by Act 68 of 1959.
Personnel Office records fall into the category of materials
which must be retained by the district and be disposed of in compli
ance with a schedule approved by the State Administration Board.

This

schedule is being revised by the State Department, but is still in
effect until rescinded.
The schedule of retention and disposal of personnel office
records is as follows:
A. Application Forms

B.

Not Employed

3 Years

Employed

Place in Personnel File

Certification, Loyalty Oath

Termination plus 1 year
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C.

Employment Contract

D.

Workmen's Compensation Data

E.

Termination plus 6 years

Accident Report

10 years

Correspondence

1 year

Personnel Folder

Termination plus 6 years
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APPEND IX D

MUSKEGON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Hackley School
August 15, 1977

Memorandum
To:
From:

Building Administrators, Program Directors
John W. DeHorn

Subject:

Retention and Disposal of Public Schools Records

Materials either created or received in pursuance of statutory
requirements or in connection with the transaction of public business
belong to the office concerned and are government property, not the
personal property of the officer or employee concerned=

Such mater-

ials therefore, cannot be destroyed, or given away, or sold without
complying with Section 399.5 NCL, as amended by Act 68 of 1959.
Student accounting records (cumulative records, birth records,
achievement records, registration cards, exclusion report forms, etc.)
fall into the category of materials which must be retained by the
district and be disposed of in compliance with a schedule approved by
the State Administration Board.

This schedule is being revised by the

State Department, but is still in effect until rescinded.
The schedule of retention and disposal of public school student
accounting records is as follows:
A.

Pupil Permanent Record

Permanent

B.

Membership Reports

3 Years

C.

Working Permit and Age Certificate

Until Age 28
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D. Evidence of Age (Birth Certificate)

1 Year

E. General Education DevelopmentTests

50 Years

F. Attendance Officer Files

10 Years

G. Attendance Card-Summary

3 Years

H. Individual Exclusion Report Form

Age 20

I. Annual Registration Card

1 Year

Jo Tuition Materials

3 Years

K. Special Education Applications
for Approval

7 Years

L. Special Education - Cost Reports

3 Years

M. Tuition Records

3 Years

N. Audits

Permanent
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APPENDIX E

MUSKEGON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Hackley School
August 15, 1977

Memorandum
To:

Business Manager, Budget Director, Athletic Director,
Building Administrators

From:

John W. DeHorn

Subject:

Retention and Disposal of Public School Records

Materials either created or received in pursuance of statutory
requirements or in connection with the transaction of public business
belong to the office concerned and are government property, not the
personal property of the officer or employee concerned.

Such materi

als therefore, cannot be destroyed, or given away, or sold without
complying with Section 399.5 NCL, as amended by Act 68 of 1959.
Business Office records fall into the category of materials which
must be retained by the district and be disposed or in compliance with
a schedule approved by the State Administration Board.

This schedule

is being revised by the State Department, but is still in effect until
rescinded.
The schedule of retention and disposal of business office records
is as follows:
A.

Accounting and Purchasing
Invoices

6 Years

Bids and Quotations

6 Years
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B.

Purchase Orders

6 Years

Cancelled Checks

6 Years

Bank Statements

6 Years

Journals, Check Register

1 Year past audit

Ledgers

Permanent

Payroll
Time and/or Leave Reports

6 Years

Deducation Authorizations

6 Years

Cancelled Checks

6 Years

Payroll Journal

1 Year past audit

Withholding Form - Tax

4 Years

Social Security Quarterly
Report
Retirement Correspondence
C.

3 Years

Legal Documents
Contracts

Termination plus 1 Year

Deeds

Permanent

Insurance Policies

Termination plus 1 Year

Liability Policy

D.

4 Years

25 Years

Warranties-Performance Bonds

Termination plus 1 Year

Boxed Minutes

Permanent

District Reorganization

Permanent

School Board Policy Book

Permanent

Municipal Finance Commission-Bonding Data
Annual Report

4 Years

Bond Issue Record

Termination plus 1 Years
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E.

F.

Borrowing Records

1 Year past audit

Transfer of Funds Approval

1 Year past audit

Budget Data
Budget Manual

1 Year

Work Sheets

1 Year

Student Activities, Athletics, Book Store, Transportation,
and School Lunch
Student Activities
Minute Books

20 Years

Dues Paid Record

6 Years

Receipts, Cancelled Checks

6 Years

Annual Audit

Permanent

Fund Requisition, Transfer

6 Years

Athletics
Game Contracts

Termination plus 1 Year

Eligibility Lists

5 Years

Player Roster

1 Year

Score Books

1 Year

Accidents and Claims

7 Years

Injury Sheet

1 Year

Book Store
Cash Register Tape

1 Year

Inventory Record

1 Year

Transportation
Route Maps, Schedule

3 Years

Bus Driver Education
Certification

3 Years
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Special Trip Authorization

1 Year

Drive Physical Exam Report

Termination plus 10 Years

State Aid Claims

3 Years

Equipment Inventory

Life plus 2 Years

Vehicle Record Sheets

Life plus 2 Years

Bus Inspection Report

3 Years

Accident Reports

Settlement plus 6 Years

School Lunch
Applications, Agreements

3 Years

Reimbursement Claims

3 Years

Inventory

3 Years

Cash Register Tapes/Tickets

3 Years

Audits

3 Years
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In capsule form, Appendix F represents the manner in which the
different committees of the Board of Education functioned.

The intern

observed the meetings to be brief, yet effective due to the leader
ship capabilities within the Board and the Central Administration.
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APPENDIX F

Board of Education
Minutes
SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS COMMITTEE

A meeting of the Schools and Teachers Committee was held on
Wednesday, June 29, 1977, at 12:00 noon in Room 205.

Those in atten

dance were Chairman of the Committee, John Carlson, Trustee Charles
Poole, Dr. James Perry, Mr. Larry DeVoogd, Superintendent Austin and
guest Bruce Galland.
The meeting was called specifically to discuss a proposed reso
lution on adoption of textbooks for the elementary and senior high
schools.
Dr. Perry and Mr. DeVoogd reviewed the textbook adoption requests
and explained that this is a complete revision of all English textbook
materials systemwide.

(The Board had already approved the adoption of

textbooks in grades 7, 8 and 9 at the May, 1977, meeting.)
Mr. DeVoogd commented further that the Senior High School pro
posed adoptions have been pilot studies and many have been in progress
for the past three to four years.

He also stated that the Educational

Research Council had been a part of the evaluation prior to the recom
mendation for adoption.
Following questions raised by committee members, the committee
agreed to recommend to the Committee of the Whole at the special
meeting of the Board scheduled for July 6, 1977 at 12:00 noon the
adoption of all materials as recommended.
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The Committee also recommended that the 1977-78 budget have
included in it a provision for a five-year renewal of our contract
with the Educational Research Council which expires June 30, 1977.
The meeting adjourned at 1:20 p.m.

Robert N. Boelkins, Secretary
June 30, 1977
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The process by which a Board of Education holds its meeting and
the procedure used by the Board in making decisions are possible
indicators of the leadership within the school system.

Once a month

the Muskegon Board of Education with leadership from its Superinten
dent met Monday noon as the Committee of the Whole preceding the
Tuesday evening meeting.

Both meetings were open to the public and

were conducted in a very efficient manner.

Appendix G is a copy of

the Committee of the Whole minutes, with Appendix I being a copy of
the Official Board Minutes.

Appendix H is the agenda which was given

to anyone attending the Tuesday meeting.
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APPEND IX G

Board of Education
Muskegon Public Schools

Minutes of Meeting,

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

August 15, 1977

12:00 noon

The meeting of the Committee of the Whole of the Board of Educa
tion was held Monday, August 15, 1977, at 12:00 noon in Room 205.

All

members were present with the exception of Trustee Walter Moessner who
is recuperating from surgery.
The Board discussed the experimental classroom at Angell and the
Bluffton kindergarten.

The Superintendent recommended that both

programs be continued, the experimental program for at least one more
year to gather more adequate data, and the Bluffton kindergarten to be
handled within the building with administrative aid.
No action is taken at a meeting of the Committee of the Whole,
nor is specific action required at a regular Board meeting as this is
not a change in the operation of the schools from1976-77.
There being no further business, the Committee of the Whole ad
journed at 1:20 p.m.
A meeting of the Committee on Ways and Means convened at 1:20
p.m. for the purpose of discussing insurance, and fringe benefits for
the unclassified clerical staff.

This discussion will be formulated

in resolution and placed before the regular meeting of the Board on
Tuesday.
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There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 1:40
p.m.

Robert N. Boelkins, Secretary
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APPENDIX H

AGENDA

Board of Education

1.

Call to order

2.

Invocation

7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, August 16, 1977

(The Reverend Charles Poole)

(Board and audience will st:and)
3.

Roll Call

4.

Approval of minutes of previous meeting

5.

Reading of communications

6.

Committee reports

(p. 24-30)

a.

Schools and Teachers

(G. Boerigter)

b.

Library and Art Museum

(R. Boelkins)

c.

Ways and Means

(J. Carlson)

d.

Buildings and Grounds

(C. Poole)

7.

Report of Secretary

8.

Report of the Treasurer

9.

Other pertinent Board business

(p. 31)

10.

Questions from the floor

11.

Announcements

12.

Report of the Superintendent
The Board will visit the Hackley Public Library

13.

Adjournment.
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APPENDIX I

BOARD OF EDUCATION
of the
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF THE CITY OF MUSKEGON
REGULAR MEETING— BOARD ROOM— HACKLEY BUILDING
August 16, 1977

Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m.
President R. Carlson in the Chair
Roll Call by the Secretary

Present:

Trustees Boelkins,

Boerigter, J. Carlson, R. Carlson
and Poole, Superintendent Austin,
Business Manager Anderson, and
Assistant Superintendents DeHorn
and Perry.
Absent:

Trustees Clock and

Moessner.

In the absence of the

secretary to the Board, Barbara A.
Skoglund, minutes of the meeting
were recorded by Dawn Y. Andrew.
Trustee Poole opened the meeting with prayer.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting of July 19, 1977, were approved as
printed.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEES
Trustee Boerigter, Chairman of the Schools and Teachers Commit
tee, requested that prior to the regular meeting of the Board in
September that the Schools and Teachers Committee meet to discuss
recruitment of minorities to the teaching staff.

Board members agreed

that the committee meet and report to the Board at the meeting on
Tuesday, September 20, 1977.
The Committee on Ways and Means presented the following resolu
tion:
August 16, 1977
Board of Education
Muskegon, Michigan

Gentlemen:

Your Committee for Ways and Means recommends the adoption of the
following resolution:
WHEREAS the Business Manager received three offers to purchase
the $1,750,000 State Aid Anticipation Note to be issued by the
Muskegon Public Schools, and
WHEREAS the National Lumberman's Bank of Muskegon, Michigan,
offered the low interest rate of 3.28% as compared with 3.05% and
3.70% quoted by Michigan National Bank of Grand Rapids and
Hackley Union National Bank of Muskegon, respectively,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that quotation from National Lumber
man's Bank be accepted.
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Respectfully submitted,

Wayne A. Clock
George D. Boerigter
John A. Carlson,
Committee on Ways and Means
It was moved by Trustee J. Carlson, seconded by Trustee Boerigter,
that the recommendation be approved.
following vote:

The motion carried by the

Ayes— Trustees Boelkins, Boerigter, J. Carlson, R.

Carlson, and Poole.

Nays— None.

The Committee on Ways and Means presented the following resolu
tion:
August 16, 1977
Board of Education
Muskegon, Michigan

Gentlemen:

Your Committee on Ways and Means recommends that the Assessor of
the City of Muskegon be instructed to levy for the Public Schools of
the City of Muskegon, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1977:
30.15 Mills for Operating purposes in the portions of the School
District which lie in the City of Muskegon, having an equalized
valuation of $169,793,050, which will raise $5,119,260 at 100%
collection; and
4.320 Mills for Debt Service in the City of Muskegon, excluding
those portions of the School District which lie in the Henry
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Street-Glenside and the Phillips area, having a State Equalized
Valuation of $151,672,275, which will raise $655,224 at 100%
collection, and
3.075 Mills for Debt Service in the former Henry Street-Glenside
portion of the Muskegon School District having a State Equalized
Valuation of $16,371,025, which will raise $50,340 at 100% col
lection, and
3.075 Mills for Debt Service in the former Muskegon Township
portion of the Muskegon School District which lies in the Phillips
area, having a State Equalized Valuation of $1,749,750, which
will raise $5,380 at 100% collection.
That the Assessor of Muskegon Township be instructed to levy for
the Public Schools of the City of Muskegon, a portion of the Phillips
area which lies in Muskegon Township, for the fiscal year beginning
July 1, 1977:
29.15 Mills for Operation purposes on a State Equalized Valuation
of $479,134, which will raise $13,966 at 100% collection;
3.075 Mills for Debt Service in the Phillips area of the School
District which lies in Muskegon Township, having a State Equal
ized Valuation of $479,134, which will raise $1,473 at 100%
collection.
That the Assessor of Norton Shores be instructed to levy for the
Public Schools of the City of Muskegon, a portion of the Phillips area
which lies in Norton Shores, for the fiscal year beginning July 1,
1977:
30.15 Mills for Operation purposes on a State Equalized Valuation
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of $4,708,600, which will raise $141,964 at 100% collection;
3.075 Mills for Debt Service on a State Equalized Valuation of
$4,708,600, which will raise $14,479 at 100% collection.
Respectfully submitted,

Wayne A. Clock, Chairman
George D. Boerigter
John A. Carlson,
Committee on Ways and Means
It was moved by Trustee J. Carlson, seconded by Trustee Boerigter
that the recommendation be approved.
following vote:

The motion carried by the

Ayes— Trustees Boelkins, Boerigter, J. Carlson, R.

Carlson, and Poole.

Nays— None.

The Committee on Ways and Means presented the following resolu
tion:
August 16, 1977
Board of Education
Muskegon, Michigan

Gentlemen:

Your Committee on Ways and Means recommends adoption of the
following resolution:
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that the following fringe benefits be
granted the unclassified clerical employees:
1.

Effective July 1, 1977, the longevity schedule of these
employees be the same as in the negotiated agreement
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between the Teachers' Association and the Board of
Education.
2.

(Table VI-A)

Any employee in this group with twenty or more years of
approved experience shall be granted one additional week
of vacation.

(Total:

five weeks)
Respectfully submitted,

Wayne Clock, Chairman
George D. Boerigter
John A. Carlson,
Committee on Ways and Means
It was moved by Trustee J. Carlson, seconded by Trustee Boerigter,
that the recommendation be approved.
following vote:

The motion carried by the

Aye— Trustees Boelkins, Boerigter, J. Carlson, R.

Carlson, and Poole.

Nays— None.

The Committee on Ways and Means presented the following resolu
tion:
August 16, 1977
Board of Education
Muskegon, Michigan

Gentlemen:

Your Committee on Ways and Means recommends adoption of the
following resolution:
WHEREAS the cost of insurance on long term disability for the
Association of Non-Instruction Employees of the Muskegon Public
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Schools has increased approximately 42% effective July 1, 1977,
and
WHEREAS the negotiated agreement (Article IX, pp. 15-17) places a
5% cap on 1977-78 payments for long term disability over the
amount paid in 1976-77, and
WHEREAS this places an unusual financial burden upon the indi
vidual employee to continue in a long term disability insurance
plan with a waiting period of 30 days, and
WHEREAS the employees have requested permission to apply for a 60
day waiting period at a cost less than the insurance premium
under the 30 day plan,
THEREFORE BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that the Board approve the
extension from 30 to 60 days, and the difference in cost up to
and including the 5% cap on the long term disability be trans
ferred to MESSA 11 Major Medical Expense Insurance.
Respectfully submitted,

Wayne A. Clock, Chairman
George D. Boerigter
John A. Carlson,
Committee on Ways and Means
It was moved by Trustee J. Carlson, seconded by Trustee Boerigter,
that the recommendation be approved.
following vote:

The motion carried by the

Ayes-Trustees Boelkins, Boerigter, J. Carlson, R.

Carlson and Poole.

Nays— None.
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REPORT OF SECRETARY
Secretary Boelkins presented the following resolution:
August 16, 1977
Board of Education
Muskegon, Michigan

Gentlemen:

Your Secretary recommends adoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS the Secretary of the Board has received written notice
from the Secretary of the Intermediate School Board of the
Muskegon Area Intermediate School District, Michigan, that a
special election is to be held in the district on Tuesday, Septem
ber 13, 1977, for the purpose of voting on a special education
mill age proposition, and
WHEREAS this district is a third class school district and for
elections is governed by Part 12 and Part 13 of the School Code
of 1976, as amended, and
WHEREAS this Board has formed the district into twenty (20)
voting precincts,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board hereby ratifies holding
a special election of the electors of the School District on
Tuesday, September 13, 1977; the polls of election to be open
from 7:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.; and ratifies publication of the
notice of the last day of registration in the Muskegon Chronicle
on August 3, 1977 and on August 10, 1977.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert N. Boelkins, Secretary
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It was moved by Trustee Boelkins, seconded by Trustee Poole, that
the recommendation be approved.
vote:

The motion carried by the following

Ayes— Trustees Boelkins, Boerigter, J. Carlson, R. Carlson and

Poole.

Nays— None.

REPORT OF TREASURER
Trustee J. Carlson presented the Treasurer’s Report.

It was

moved by Trustee J. Carlson, seconded by Trustee Boerigter, that the
Report be accepted.

The motion carried by the following vote:

Ayes—

Trustees Boelkins, Boerigter, J. Carlson, R. Carlson and Poole.
Nays— None.

OTHER PERTINENT BOARD BUSINESS
Trustee Boerigter requested that the Board give consideration to
the possibility of reimbursement to Board members for their service
since reimbursement of $30 per meeting for up to 50 meetings per year
is permissable under state law.

Trustee Boerigter indicated that he

feels the Board should think about this between now and the regular
September Board meeting and at that time make its decision known.

He

further explained his personal support for such reimbursement based
upon the number of meetings Board members are requested to attend, and
upon the practices of other Boards in the area on this issue.
Trustee J. Carlson explained that he had sought to be elected to
the Board because of his interest in the education needs of the commun
ity, that he had not run for office expected to be paid.

He said that

in many ways the Muskegon Board is often looked to as an example by
other boards in the area, and in the interest of the best use of the
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taxpayers’ money, he would not support a recommendation that Muskegon
Board members be reimbursed for their services.

Trustee Carlson

indicated he was expressing his personal feelings now as he did not
need additional time to think about the matter.
Board members agreed that the issue of reimbursement be included
on the agenda for the September 20 meeting.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
Superintendent Austin introduced Mary Galligan, education report
er for the Chronicle.

Miss Galligan replaces Brad Martisius who had

been substituting for Rebecca Kuzins.

The Board was informed that

Miss Galligan is a former Junior High English teacher who recently
completed her Master's Degree in Journalism.

She has just begun her

work with the Chronicle.
Mr. Bruce Galland, a member of the audience, was also introduced
to the Board by the Superintendent.

Mr. Galland is working with the

administrative staff of the Muskegon Schools this summer in his intern
ship for a Specialist's Degree through Western Michigan University.
Following the introduction of Miss Galligan and Mr. Galland,
Superintendent Austin announced that the Board was invited to tour the
Hackley Public Library, as were any members of the audience who wished
to do so.
*

*

*

*

The following were visitors at the meeting:
Name

Representing

Bruce Galland

Self

Ann Kelly

Hackley Public Library
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Name
Bob Lindgren

Representing
Self

President R. Carlson adjourned the meeting at 7:35 p.m. for the
tour of the Library.

Robert N. Boelkins, Secretary
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The intern had as an objective learning how funds were obtained
from State and Federal programs.

Appendix J is a list of criteria

used by the Central Office when developing proposals for funding.
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APPENDIX J

Criteria for Proposal Evaluation

1.

Was problem clearly stated?

2.

Was need established through validated methods?

3.

4.

5.

a.

what method

b.

general or specific

Was client group clearly established?
a.

number of clients

b.

location in the community

Were services to be delivered specifically defined?
a.

amount

b.

time

c.

personnel

d.

housing

Does the budget relate to the project in a clear and concise
manner?
a.

sufficient line items

b.

small miscellaneous items

c.

adequate budget accountability

d.

personnel costs

6. Does personnel have adequate job descriptions to insure equal
rights and affirmative action compliance?
7.

Was community participation outlined?
a.

parent groups

b.

advisory committee

c.

policy boards
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8.

Was accountability and acceptance of responsibility stated and
approved formally?

9.
10.

a.

by Board of Education

b.

school administration

c.

parent groups

Were activities stipulated to meet objectives?
Do suggested activities and objectives relate to established
problem?

11.

Is the evaluation design consistent with the problem and activi
ties outlined?

12.

Will this program mitigate the problem?

13.

Is the schedule of the program implementation realistic?

14.

a.

staff selection

b.

instructional schedules

General comments
a.

descriptive or polarized words

b.

excessive objectives

c.

generalized assumptions

d.

padding
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The intern developed a three year projection of student enroll
ment for the grades K-12 in the Muskegon Public Schools.

Appendix K

represents the projected enrollment and Appendix L was the actual
count of students after school had started in the fall of 1977.
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1
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FOURTH FRIDAY COUNT

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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11

12
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780
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869

815

788
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784

758

718

747

757

719

687

622

584

9,608

809

733

741

719

716

739

743

688

709

693

663

615

539

9,107

813

713

689

716

704

681

688

678

655

674

652

585

517

8,765

760

686

665

645

671

674

661

651

666

643

631

542

509

8,404

682

683

617

633

616

629

665

639

614

629

590

568

488

8,053

757

639

620

588

594

604

625

612

608

588

602

524

591

7,952

696
(Ave
-24)

666

578

589

561

560

598

596

596

576

575

518

436

7,545

(-92)

(-63) (-32)

(-35)

(-32) (-13)

(-35)

(-25)

(-29) (-28)

(-75)

(-81)

672

604

603

546

554

529

547

563

571

567

538

500

537

7,231

648

580

541

571

511

522

517

512

538

542

529

463

419

6,892

624

556

517

509

536

470

509

481

487

509

504

454

382

6,547
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5

4
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24
26
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1
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T

3

3
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%
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3
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2
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3

40
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2
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56
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2
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45

1

40
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2
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2
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9
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3
6 — — 12
_.... (-H sub)
41
1*5
32 2
22
9
21
11 — —
8
52
2
49 2

2
8

1 7 -- —

52
39
—
51
52

44
40

2
—

55
64
2*s
68 2
54 3
27
24
27
19 — —
14 — — 11
40
41
2
48
1
1*5
39
27
10 — —
25
1 4 -- — 11

14

S
414
393

24
26

90
3*5 102

8

1*5

50
38

22
13
24
5 — — 14
50
47
38
2
50 2

26
26

T

25
22
13
17

1

—

25
24

Predicted
lst Fri.

Predicted
lst Fri.
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T

MARSH

Predicted
lst Fri.

6

5

S

Predicted
lst Fri.

MnT ATICHT TN

4

T

35
35
+ 1 sub

24.6 (with sub)

2

12

336
296

386
14*5 364

19
19
56
65

66
59

10

241
246

20
23
.6. .-.r~— 16 .
39
33
32 1*5
37

11

290
296

2*5

26
7
26

16
1 6 -- —

26
11
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T

S

T

S

T
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1

70
55

3

67
67

3

73
81

2

54
52
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28
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643 21H

27
25
36
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27
26

lh
—
—
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24'
11
3 —

617
671 25h

%
—
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5

4

T

OAKVIEW

PHILLIPS

2

1

T

lh

S

T

S

43
43

2

54
55

28
15 —
33
29

lh

6

31
33

—

T

lh

34
42

S

lh

28
1 6 -- —
11
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40
39

T

S
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401
392

12
27

lh

36
32

217

lh 243

4
21
2 0 -- —
8
27
7
5 -- — 1 1 -- — 11
544
4068
527
547
557
562 12h 525 153 4113
530 12h 554 22
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+ 1 sub
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The intern had as one of his objectives a study of the lines of
authority in the central office of a school system.

Appendix M is

a diagram of the hierarchy in the school system and shows the lines
of authority/communication.
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APPENDIX M

BOARD
OF
EDUCATION

SUPERINTEN
DENT OF
SCHOOLS

ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT ’
ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS
MANAGER
ELEMENTARY
PRINCIPALS
DIRECTOR OF
BUILDINGS &
GROUNDS

BUDGET
CONTROL MGR

BUSINESS
OFFICE STAFF

TEACHERS
CLERICAL
CUSTODIAL

ALTERNATIVE
JUNIOR HIGH
PROGRAMS

JUNIOR HIGH
PRINCIPALS

HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL

TEACHERS
CLERICAL
CUSTODIAL

TEACHERS
CLERICAL
CUSTODIAL

ALTERNATIVE
HIGH SCHOOL
PROGRAMS

HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETION

DIRECTOR
OF
ATHLETICS

OTHER
BUILDING
ADMINISTRATE

MANAGER
OF
SKILL CENTER
DIRECTOR OF
HACKLEY
PUBLIC
LIBRARY
DIRECTOR OF
HACKLEY ART
GALLERY
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BOARD
OF
EDUCATION

SUPERINTENDENT
OF
SCHOOLS

PERSONNEL
MANAGER

ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT
INSTRUCTION

DIRECTOR OF
COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

ASS'T. DIR.
OF COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

REGIONAL
DIRECTORS

PUBLIC
INFORMATION

DIRECTOR OF
SPECIAL
PROJECTS

AUDIT OF
CATAGORICAL
PROGRAMS

LEGISLATIVE
LIASON LOCAL
MILLAGE SUP.

DIRECTOR OF
INSTRUCTIONAL
SERVICES

DIRECTOR OF
MEASUREMENT
& EVALUATION
DIRECTOR OF
VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

DIRECTOR OF
SPECIAL
EDUCATION

ASS’T. FOR
COMPENSATORY
EDUCATION

HEAD START

CAREER
EDUCATION

SUBJECT
MATTER
COORDINATORS

NOTE:
Public Information Has Director Line to- Superintendent
- Ass’t. Superintendent-Administration
- Ass't. Superintendent-Instructlon
Legislative Liaison Has Direct Line to- Superintendent
- Ass't. Superintendent-Administration
- Ass't. Superintendent-Instructlon
- Business Manager
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